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ABSTRACT 

Cooperation presents a major challenge for evolutionary theory: how can 

competition favor a trait that imposes a cost on the individual expressing it while 

benefitting another?  This challenge has been answered by theory that emphasizes the 

importance of assortment between individuals that tend to cooperate and those who tend 

to behave selfishly, or ‘cheat’.  Microbial cooperation remains puzzling, given the 

generally high genetic and taxonomic diversity of most microbial communities.  Many 

microbial populations rely on shared, beneficial extracellular products for an array of 

functions in nature.  However, when these lineages are maintained in liquid cultures, 

many are invaded and outcompeted by spontaneous ‘cheater’ mutants that forego 

investments in these products while benefitting from those produced by neighbors.  The 

apparent evolutionary instability of microbial investments in extracellular products in 

well-mixed laboratory cultures finds a natural parallel in the phenomenon of toxic 

microalgal blooms.  These extremely dense populations of often free-living microalgae 

destroy populations of competing microalgae and grazing zooplankton that normally 

control population densities.  Bloom populations of planktonic microalgae are 

unstructured, and seem ill suited for the evolution of cooperation. 

In this thesis, I have established a new theoretical framework for understanding 

the evolution of microbial external goods.  This framework highlights the importance of 

cell-level structure in the distribution of these external products, as well as genetic 

structuring in populations.  This perspective informed an investigation into the social 

niche of a biofilm-dwelling regulatory mutant of the important biocontrol strain 
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Pseudomonas chlororaphis.  In the highly self-structured environment of a bacterial 

biofilm, a surprising mutualistic association between this mutant and the wild type 

emerged, underscoring the importance of microbial ecology in understanding the 

evolution of niche construction.  Extending these lessons to the evolutionary problem of 

exotoxins in free-swimming microalgae yields the novel possibility that fluctuations in 

density of toxic strains shift a cell-level functioning exotoxin into a true public good that 

may be exploited by cheaters.  I show that exotoxicity can serve cell-level functions in 

Prymnesium parvum.  Despite these cell-level benefits, the existence of nontoxic lineages 

within toxic blooms hints at a complex interaction between rapid evolutionary and 

ecological changes in toxic blooms. 
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INTRODUCTION 

All of life requires cooperation, yet the very idea of cooperation appears to 

conflict with the Darwinian vision of evolution as a process that is driven by competition 

between individuals.  Life is hierarchically organized: within a society of cooperative 

vertebrates, each individual is comprised of many cooperating cells, of which the 

eukaryotic cells rely on organelles descended from endosymbionts, which are the product 

of cooperative gene expression by an entire genome.  The proper functioning of an 

integrated unit of organization (e.g. an organism or tissue) requires that its constituent 

parts behave altruistically—that is, that they express traits that impose a direct fitness cost 

on the actor while conferring benefits upon others.  But how can a fundamentally 

competitive process (natural selection) produce adaptions in these lower level units which 

actually reduce individual-level fitness?  If any single unit (e.g. an animal within a 

society, or a cell within an animal) can avoid the personal costs of altruism, and instead 

invest solely in maximizing its own survival and fecundity, that ‘selfish’ unit should gain 

an advantage over neighbors and thus increase in frequency.  This dynamic should lead to 

the collapse of cooperation; yet all visible life relies on countless cooperative interactions.   

Resolving the disagreement between the Darwinian expectation of infinite selfishness and 

the observation of common and apparently robust altruism is a central challenge of 

evolutionary theory.  

Literature review 
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The apparent conflict between Darwinian evolution and the ubiquity of 

cooperation in nature has troubled evolutionary theorists since Darwin (1859) himself.  

This tension was evident soon after the publication of the Origin of Species in the 

polarized views of Thomas Henry Huxley (1898), who saw selfishness and competition 

as the sole driver of evolution, and Peter Kropotkin (1919), who argued that cooperation 

within and among species was an equally powerful force.  This paradox—and early hints 

of a resolution—was mentioned by some of the great geneticists of the Evolutionary 

Synthesis (Fisher 1930; Haldane 1932).  The seeming conflict between Darwinian 

evolution and the existence of cooperation was not clear to biologists less familiar with 

evolutionary genetics, who routinely invoked evolution “for the good of the group” in 

order to explain instances of apparent cooperation.  While this tendency was relatively 

widespread since Darwin’s time, and continues to this day in some subfields of biology 

(e.g. phycology (Lewis 1986)), the name most commonly associated with these verbal 

“group selection” models in the early 1960s is Wynne-Edwards (1962).  These ideas were 

forcefully refuted by evolutionary geneticists in the 1960s and 1970s, especially George 

Williams (1966) and John Maynard Smith (1964).  The widespread rejection of group 

selection as a relevant force in evolution raised the question: how can examples of 

altruism (e.g. sterile castes of workers in eusocial insect colonies) be explained in the 

context of evolutionary genetics?  

The first attempt at an extension of the mathematics of population genetics to deal 

with the problem of altruism was that of Hamilton (1964a; 1964b).  These papers 

introduced the first method of accounting for the fitness effects of an allele beyond the 
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individual carrier, and (crucially) relating these back to allelic fitness.  This method of 

calculating “inclusive fitness”—the sum of the fitness effects of an allele on an individual 

carrier and its fitness effects on other carriers—showed that a positive net inclusive 

fitness effect can be achieved by an altruistic allele if the positive effects are directed 

preferentially toward others likely to bear the same allele (e.g. close relatives).  Over the 

next half-century, evolutionary theorists would extend and generalize this coefficient.  

Today, it is seen not as a measurement of familial relationship, or even genetic similarity, 

but a measurement of phenotypic assortment within a population (Fletcher and Doebeli 

2010); that is, the coefficient of relatedness measures the degree to which similar 

phenotypes (e.g. those inclined to behave altruistically) tend to preferentially interact.  

Hamilton’s major contribution inspired a more general (and, ultimately, 

complementary (Hamilton 1975; Frank 1997)) mathematical theory of group selection by 

Price (1972).  Shortly thereafter, Wilson (1975) introduced his theory of trait-group 

selection and continued to refine and generalize this theory (Wilson and Dugatkin 1997). 

Today, an almost entirely ideological debate continues between partisans favoring 

various approaches to understanding social evolution (e.g. Nowak, Tarnita et al. 2010; 

Abbot, Abe et al. 2011).  This ongoing acrimony is due mainly to a tendency for partisans 

to associate other frameworks with earlier (incomplete) formulations, without 

acknowledging the great progress that has been made to generalize and extend each 

framework—a situation that sadly often overshadows the impressive collective 

achievements of the field as a whole. 
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A full review of the empirical approaches to studying kin and group selection in 

nature and the laboratory is beyond the scope of this Introduction, but it is useful to 

mention some recent and highly relevant experiments using microbial model systems.  

There is a relatively deep history of using clades that include organisms that vary with 

respect to their degree of ‘multicellularity’—and thus, the degree of sociality among the 

constituent cells—to empirically study cooperation.  Prominent examples of such systems 

are the dictyostelid slime molds (Bonner 1982) and volvocine green algae (Kochert 1968).  

The study of cooperative behavior in bacteria is comparatively young, with an 

appreciation for sociality in select bacterial taxa only emerging as recently as ~20 years 

ago (Costerton 1992; Wolfaardt, Lawrence et al. 1994).  The first application of the social 

evolutionary concepts of cooperation and cheating to bacteria came during the 21st 

century, when Vulic and Kolter (2001) identified ‘cheater’ mutants in starved E. coli 

cultures that continued to grow at a high rate under prolonged nutrient stress, ultimately 

replacing the more prudent wild type and precipitating a population crash.  Shortly 

thereafter, Rainey and Rainey (2003) showed that mutants of Pseudomonas fluorescens 

that gained access to oxygen by forming floating mats of extracellular matrix (ECM) 

were rapidly invaded by ECM-underproducing mutants.  These mutants enjoyed a growth 

advantage due to their diminished investment in ECM, and thus accumulated while 

compromising the floating mat, which then deteriorated and sank into anoxic waters.  

Importantly, each of these recent examples focused on microbial taxa that play major 

roles in medical and agricultural settings; in other words, the discovery of sociality in 

these lineages was not due to some a priori suggestion of complex social behavior, as 

was the case in earlier models of microbial sociality.   
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The pace of research into microbial sociality continued to accelerate over the next 

two decades into the present.  A major system for the study of bacterial cooperation, the 

production of diffusible iron-chelating siderophores by the opportunistic pathogen 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, was established based on the observation that well-mixed 

liquid cultures were generally invaded by siderophore-negative ‘cheaters’ (Griffin, West 

et al. 2004).  These and subsequent experiments mimicked highly simplified mean-field 

models (e.g. West and Buckling 2003) by maintaining cultures in artificially well-mixed 

environments and altering selection at the population level by inoculating fresh 

microcosms from a single ‘parental’ microcosm (no between-population selection, as all 

populations will inoculate the same number of microcosms) or from a mixed global pool 

(strong between-population selection, as populations with greater frequencies of 

cooperators will contribute more cells to the global pool).  All three of these examples (E. 

coli, P. fluorescens, and P. aeuruginosa) drew upon novel, laboratory-derived cheats that 

resulted from the maintenance of cultures under liquid culture conditions that differ 

substantially from the biofilm context in which the vast majority of bacteria in nature 

exist.   

The first study of social strategies in bacteria to explicitly take spatial structure 

into account was that of Kerr et al. (2002), which focused mainly on the role of space in 

promoting coexistence among three E. coli strains that (1) produced a competitive 

compound at a great cost, (2) were resistant to the compound, at a moderate cost, and (3) 

were susceptible to the compound at no cost.  These evolutionary dynamics differed 

substantially from those observed in a well-mixed, liquid culture version of the same 
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system (Chao and Levin 1981).  Subsequent studies on the E. coli system (Le Gac and 

Doebeli 2010) and Pseudomona aeruginosa (Kummerli, Griffin et al. 2009) also imposed 

spatial structure using agar plates rather than liquid culture.  While the use of agar plates 

is surely an improvement over liquid cultures, the imposition of a particular degree of 

spatial structure still constitutes a novel environment with respect to bacterial social 

strategies.  A few studies of bacterial sociality have been conducted in settings conducive 

to biofilm formation, and while these remain in the minority (e.g. Harrison and Buckling 

2009), the central importance of biofilms to bacterial sociality is gaining increased 

attention (Nadell, Xavier et al. 2009). 

There is no shortage of adaptive hypotheses for apparently altruistic behaviors in 

eukaryotic unicells (e.g. apparent programmed cell death (Nedelcu, Driscoll et al. 2011)) 

although direct tests of these hypotheses are in fact far more rare than in prokaryotic 

systems (but see (MacLean, Fuentes-Hernandez et al. 2010)).  In fact, despite increased 

recent interest in ‘sociomicrobiology’ (Parsek and Greenberg 2005), much of the 

theoretical and conceptual progress in understanding the evolution of cooperation over 

the past half century appears to have gone entirely unnoticed by many empiricists seeking 

explanations for apparent cooperation among microbes.  For example, common 

evolutionary explanations for the production of exotoxins in microalgae include a range 

of population-level functions, including the extinction of competitors (Fistarol, Legrand 

et al. 2003; Legrand, Rengefors et al. 2003) and the killing of massive numbers of fish for 

collective consumption (Burkholder 1998).  These ideas implicitly or explicitly assume 

that evolution has produced a trait that only functions properly when an entire population 
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of unicells invests heavily in the public good, never considering the central problem of 

how such an indiscriminately cooperative trait may be stabilized against invasion by 

selfish ‘cheater’ strategies.  While the commonplace assumption of toxic microalgae as 

highly cooperative populations is increasingly criticized from evolutionary standpoints 

(Lewis 1986; Thornton 2002; Flynn 2008; Flynn and Irigoien 2009; Jonsson, Pavia et al. 

2009), I am unaware of any attempts to reconcile observations of apparent large-scale 

cooperation with evolutionary theory. 

Many of the purported cooperative behaviors in microorganisms involve the 

secretion of potentially shared, beneficial metabolites, which may function in competition 

(e.g. colicins in E. coli (Chao and Levin 1981; Kerr, Riley et al. 2002)), nutrient 

acquisition (e.g. invertase production in yeast (Greig and Travisano 2004), virulence (e.g. 

virulence factors in Bacillus thuringiensis (Agaisse, Gominet et al. 1999)), or biofilm 

formation (e.g. phenazines and quorum-sensing signals in Pseudomonas chlororaphis 

(Maddula, Zhang et al. 2006)).  While the array of ecological functions contained in this 

list of traits is diverse, all of these traits involve the alteration of the extracellular 

environment in a way that is favorable to an individual or group of secretors.  There are 

two main problems with modern approaches to understanding the evolution of these 

microbial ‘niche construction’ traits: (1) researchers may be largely or entirely unaware 

of key elements of social evolution theory, and thus fail to formulate hypotheses in terms 

conducive to direct testing, and (2) researchers familiar with social evolution theory may 

neglect key aspects of microbial ecology in formulating and testing hypotheses.  The first 

problem is especially pronounced in the study of toxin-producing microalgae—a point I 
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elaborate upon extensively in this dissertation.  The second problem is especially 

prominent in recent attempts to apply social evolution theory to biofilm-forming bacteria 

using outdated liquid culturing methods designed to prevent the self-structuring that is 

characteristic of biofilm-forming bacterial populations.   

The main conceptual innovation of this thesis is to understand microbial niche 

construction via secreted extracellular products as a class of traits that will naturally fall 

along a continuum between social and asocial.  The particular degree of sociality entailed 

by such a niche construction trait is determined by the sharing of benefits among 

neighbors, which is itself a function of diffusivity and mode of action of the product itself, 

physical mixing, cell mobility, and cell density.  One or several of these parameters can 

easily change over relatively short time scales, both under natural conditions (e.g. major 

population fluctuations, dispersal of planktonic cells from a matrix-encased biofilm) and 

in the laboratory (growth of biofilm-adapted strains in well-mixed liquid cultures).   

This change in perspective on microbial sociality is a necessary and important 

step forward for the field for two main reasons: 

1. Currently popular methods of experimentally testing social evolutionary hypotheses 

using microbes in the laboratory coerce microbes into highly unnatural conditions that 

artificially inflate sharing of niche construction traits within an entire population. Traits 

adapted to limited diffusion environments, or which evolve in species with typically 

sparse population densities, may generally only affect a small number of neighboring 

cells; however, in artificially dense and/or well-mixed populations in the laboratory, the 

effects of these traits are global.  Avoiding the simplifying assumptions of discrete groups 
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of randomly interacting individuals and instead emphasizing micron-scale structure 

brings this very serious problem into relief, and is much more consistent with the basic 

ecological reality underlying the evolution of most microbial life. 

2. A substantial body of excellent theory has accumulated to understand the possible 

influence of spatial structure and population dynamics on the maintenance of cooperation 

(e.g. van Baalen and Rand 1998; Hauert, Holmes et al. 2006).  However, this work 

retains the baseline assumption that a trait is immutably altruistic.  This assumption is not 

necessary in the broader view of microbial niche construction via potentially shared 

extracellular products, and is not necessarily helpful to empiricists who must determine 

whether a particular trait constitutes true altruism.  Thus, the broader perspective that I 

have developed here is more readily applicable to extracellular resources in microbes, 

and is substantially more flexible and realistic than many social evolution models while 

introducing only a minimal amount of additional complexity.   

In this thesis, I will make the case that this more realistic conception of microbial 

niche construction traits promotes a more natural view of the traits in their ecological 

context.  This basic theoretical development is accomplished first.  This appreciation for 

the inherent context-dependency of these potentially social traits informed the subsequent 

empirical study of shared, extracellular biofilm-promoting factors.  From this point, I 

pivot to the challenge of apparent microbial cooperation on a massive scale: the ability of 

populations of toxic algae to decimate nutrient competitors and grazers en route to the 

formation of a toxic bloom.  Here, the relaxed view of the social and asocial dimensions 

of algal toxicity inspired by the initial theoretical development naturally suggests novel 
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explanations for the evolution of microalgal toxicity.  Finally, I empirically test one such 

explanation: that the production of extracellular toxins in one particular microalga serve 

asocial, cell-level functions in sparse populations.  This last empirical study also suggests 

potentially complex roles for ecological dynamics in altering the evolution of toxicity in a 

potentially toxic bloom-forming population. 
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PRESENT STUDY 

The methods, results, and conclusions of this study are presented in the papers 

appended to this dissertation/thesis.  The following is a summary of the most important 

findings in these documents. 

Theory for the evolution of diffusible external goods. 

(Author’s note: The following is a summary of the methods, key results, and implications 

of a study that is described in detail in a manuscript (Appendix A) that was published in 

The Journal of Evolution, published by the Society for the Study of Evolution.) 

Many theoretical models (e.g. West and Buckling 2003) and empirical studies (e.g. 

Griffin, West et al. 2004) of the evolution of microbial extracellular products ignore the 

possibility for micron-scale structure in the distribution of these products, a feature of real 

bacterial biofilms (Stewart and Franklin 2008) that may contribute to their evolutionary 

stability in nature.  With this in mind, I replaced the standard game-theoretic assumptions 

of equal sharing within discrete groups with a simple system of reaction-diffusion 

equations in order to determine how physical structuring in the distribution of an external 

good interacts with genetic structuring of the population to influence the selective 

pressures acting on diffusible niche construction traits.  Higher diffusion rates of 

extracellular products among neighboring cells requires a greater degree of phenotypic 

assortment to yield a net relative fitness advantage to producers.  For very low rates of 

diffusion, extracellular products can be favored asocially, due to limited sharing of 
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products among cells.   The importance of sociality for the evolution of niche 

construction traits in microbes is thus mediated by diffusion, physical mixing, and 

population density.  These features can change rapidly in nature, and also in the 

laboratory; thus, environmental context is important not only for the evolution of these 

traits in nature, but also for hypothesis testing in the lab. 

Spontaneous Gac mutants of Pseudomonas biological control strains: cheaters or 

mutualists? 

(Author’s note: The following is a summary of the methods, key results, and implications 

of a study that is described in detail in a manuscript (Appendix B) that was published in 

Applied and Environmental Microbiology, published by the American Society of 

Microbiology.) 

A common global regulatory mutant in natural populations of Pseudomonas 

underproduces a range of crucial extracellular products and enjoys a growth advantage 

over the wild type (van den Broek, Chin-A-Woeng et al. 2005), which allows these 

mutants to outcompete the wild type in liquid culture (Jousset, Rochat et al. 2009).  We 

grew biofilms with mixed, oppositely labeled fluorescent strains to directly test whether 

this common regulatory mutant acts as a cheater in exploiting biofilm formation by the 

wild type, as has been previously hypothesized (Jousset, Rochat et al. 2009).  We 

collected 3D confocal images of growing biofilms over time that allowed us to measure 

the interaction between different strains, and their impacts on the entire biofilm.  The 

regulatory mutant actually enhanced biofilm formation at intermediate frequencies.  

Furthermore, mutants and the wild type tended to co-occur over very short (~10 µm) 
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distances, further supporting the idea that their mutualistic interactions occur over a small 

spatial scale within biofilms.  The ability to form a biofilm via extracellular phenazine 

production establishes a stable, highly structured environmental context within which 

diffusive transfer of extracellular metabolites is greatly restricted.  While much remains 

to be known about this system, it seems that the coexistence between wild type and 

regulatory mutants is facilitated by the inter-dependence between secretion of 

extracellular products and the biofilm lifestyle.   

Toxic algal blooms: the evolutionary paradox of a trillion-cell conspiracy 

(Author’s note: The following is a summary of the methods, key results, and implications 

of a study that is described in detail in a manuscript (Appendix C) that is currently under 

review at PLoS Biology, published by the Public Library of Science.) 

This work was intended to synthesize evidence drawn from disparate literatures in 

order to highlight the previously unexplored possibility that toxic blooms constitute a 

collectively constructed niche that may be invaded by nontoxic ‘cheater’ strains.  We 

reviewed evidence that toxic blooms often harbor nontoxic varieties, and used a simple 

mathematical model to investigate the potential importance of such nontoxic strains in 

bloom dynamics.  Nontoxic varieties have been isolated from toxic blooms formed by a 

diverse range of taxa—including cyanobacteria, diatoms, dinoflagellates, and 

haptophytes.  Our mathematical model suggested that the presence of nontoxic strains 

within an otherwise toxic bloom population can suppress coexisting toxic strains, 

providing a window of opportunity for susceptible competitors and grazers to become 

reestablished and suppress the bloom-forming species.  Taken together, these empirical 
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data and our model suggest that the persistence of toxic bloom-forming strains in nature 

is an open mystery that can begin to be resolved by research designed to illuminate the 

role of toxicity in the context of cell-level (rather than population-level) ecological 

strategies. 

Cell-level benefits of toxin-mediated mixotrophy in a toxic bloom-forming microalga  

(Author’s note: The following is a summary of the methods, key results, and implications 

of a study that is described in detail in a manuscript (Appendix D) that is currently in 

preparation.) 

I isolated several clonal strains of the toxic bloom-forming, unicellular, 

mixotrophic alga Prymnesium parvum and determined that one grew to a twofold greater 

density than genetically similar (yet distinct), coexisting toxic strains, while dramatically 

underproducing toxins.  Using these alternative phenotypes, I tested the competing 

hypotheses that exotoxicity provided (a) cell-level benefits by assisting predation of P. 

parvum on a competing green alga, and (b) population-level benefits by driving a 

competing green alga extinct, allowing P. parvum to monopolize nutrients, a strategy 

termed ‘allelopathy’ (Legrand, Rengefors et al. 2003).  I did this by introducing toxic and 

nontoxic P. parvum in very low numbers into an established, dense population of the 

green alga: at such low numbers, no appreciable allelopathic effect should be present 

(Sole, Garcia-Ladona et al. 2005; Jonsson, Pavia et al. 2009), while cell-level benefits of 

toxicity should accrue regardless of the population state.  Toxic strains grew to a lower 

density than the nontoxic strain in isolation, indicating a metabolic cost to toxicity that 

can be avoided.  However, the opposite was true when P. parvum grew with a green alga 
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competitor: toxic strains grew to greater densities, particularly early in growth prior to the 

extinction of the green alga competitor.  In fact, toxic P. parvum grew much better with 

the green alga competitor than alone—indicating that P. parvum was able supplement its 

nutrient budget by consuming its competitor, even when P. parvum was at a very low 

density.  This study is the first to show cell-level benefits of toxin-mediated mixotrophy 

in sparse P. parvum populations.  This observation suggests a subtler and more 

evolutionarily robust adaptive value to toxicity, which does not require the collective 

efforts of an entire toxic population to properly function.  Nevertheless, the presence of 

strains of P. parvum that invest far less in toxicity—and have an advantage in growth as a 

result—suggests that these selective pressures may not be immutable.  Perhaps the large-

scale die-off of prey, competitors, and grazers of P. parvum relaxes the selective 

pressures maintaining costly toxicity, paving the way for nontoxic strains to become 

established in the otherwise toxic population.  
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Organisms from prokaryotes to plants and animals make costly investments in diffusible beneficial external products. While the

costs of producing such products are born only by the producer, the benefits may be distributed more widely. How are external

goods-producing populations stabilized against invasion by nonproducing variants that receive the benefits without paying the

cost? This question parallels the classic question of altruism, but because external goods production need not be altruistic per

se, a broader range of conditions may lead to the maintenance of these traits. We start from the physics of diffusion to develop

an expression for the conditions that favor the production of diffusible external goods. Important variables in determining the

evolutionary outcome include the diffusion coefficient of the good, the distance between individuals, and the uptake rate of the

external good. These variables join the coefficient of relatedness and the cost/benefit ratio in an expanded form of Hamilton’s

rule that includes both selfish and altruistic paths to the evolution of external goods strategies. This expanded framework can

be applied to any external goods trait, and is a useful heuristic even when it is difficult to quantify the fitness consequences of

producing the good.

KEYWORDS: Competition, models, population structure, public goods, selection—group/kin, sociality.

Organisms can often benefit from producing costly mobile extra-
organismal products, or external goods. In multicellular organ-
isms, benefits include decreased herbivory (jasmonic acid sig-
naling in plants; Dicke et al. 1999), or strength in numbers
in overcoming prey defense (pheromone production in bark
beetles; Pureswaran et al. 2006). In addition, diffusible extra-
cellular secondary metabolites are increasingly recognized as
playing a central role in microbial evolution and ecology. For
example, in bacteria, benefits may arise through decreased intra-
or inter-specific competition via bacteriocins (Riley and Gordon
1999) and phenazines (Pierson and Pierson 1996) or through in-
creased access to limiting iron via siderophores (Griffin et al.
2004).

The fact that evolution often favors external goods produc-
tion may appear counterintuitive, because populations of goods
producers could be invaded by a nonproducing (and thus, cost-

avoiding) variant that benefits from the investment of others while
itself avoiding the cost. This problem closely parallels the classic
problem of altruism, in which a trait imposes a fitness cost upon
a carrier but benefits others. Indeed, external goods production
may sometimes be altruistic; however, an organism excreting a
beneficial external product may actually be obtaining a net direct
fitness benefit. The evolution of external goods traits is thus a
broader phenomenon than the evolution of altruism, and encom-
passes both altruistic and nonaltruistic traits.

A general theory for evolution of mobile external goods is
needed because these traits are not necessarily altruistic, or may
be altruistic only under some conditions. There has been an unjus-
tified tendency to equate external goods traits with altruism (e.g.,
Griffin et al. 2004). In fact, a trait that is not altruistic in nature
may become altruistic in a novel (laboratory) environment that
increases sharing among individuals. For example, much recent
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research has focused on apparently altruistic public goods traits in
bacterial populations (Griffin et al. 2004; Harrison and Buckling
2005; Kummerli et al. 2009a). The use of dense, well-mixed liq-
uid cultures in laboratories necessarily prevents the localization
of beneficial metabolites that may naturally occur in populations
growing in extracellular polymer matrix (Stewart 2003; Stew-
art and Franklin 2008), which is presumably the environment
of adaptation (Costerton et al. 1994). In this case, changing the
physical setting could make an individually selected, selfish trait
altruistic because the external product is quickly lost from the
local microenvironment of the producer. This can lead to a funda-
mental misunderstanding of the selective forces favoring the trait
in question.

Recently, researchers have recognized that the mobility of
external goods must be taken into account when interpreting re-
sults of experiments in microbial systems (Kummerli et al. 2009b;
Le Gac and Doebeli 2009). To explain and predict the evolution
of external goods production, a general theory of external goods
is needed. Furthermore, a theory based on physically meaningful
parameters (e.g., diffusion coefficient, distance between individ-
uals) will facilitate empirical tests of the predictions of social
evolution theory, particularly in microbial systems.

A Mathematical Model of Diffusible
External Goods
What social and physical conditions positively select for external
goods traits? To answer this question, we develop a direct fitness
model that predicts the absolute fitness payoffs of two phenotypes,
one that produces external goods (X) and one that does not (Y).
The average payoff of each variant is a function of the costs and
benefits to the production and uptake of a unit of external goods,
respectively, as well as the local equilibrium concentration of the
external good experienced by each variant on average. While we
formulate expressions for the mean neighbor-modulated direct
fitness benefits to each strategy, this approach naturally parallels
the inclusive fitness approach (Taylor et al. 2007).

The concentration of an external good (G) at a location will
change due to external goods production (a) and consumption (u),
as well as diffusion. According to Fick’s Law, the total flux due
to diffusion is a function of the area for diffusion A, the diffusion
coefficient of the external good (D), and the gradient in external
goods concentration between that location and a neighboring lo-
cation, "G = (Glocation 1 # Glocation 2)/L, where L is the distance
between locations. We consider two “types” of microenvironment
representing the microenvironments of external goods producers
(i), and nonproducers ( j). On average, these two types of micro-
environments will be either a net source (i), or a net sink ( j) of the
external good. The gradient in concentration ("G), and thus the

flux between any two microenvironments of the same type, will
be 0 and can be ignored. In general, the change in G at a given
location is given by

dG
dt

= a # uG + AD"G. (1)

External goods concentration at any location is in a dynamic
equilibrium when production (a), consumption (u), and diffusive
flux (AD"G) balance:

0 = a # uG # AD"G. (2)

Because the producer individual at a location i is both pro-
ducing (a > 0) and consuming (u > 0) the product, the equilibrium
condition here is

ai = uGi + AD"Gji. (3)

However, a nonproducer at j is only consuming (a = 0;
u > 0) the product as it diffuses in from its environment, so the
equilibrium condition at j is

uG j = #AD"Gij. (4)

These two types of locations correspond to those that are net
sources (eq. 3), and those that are net sinks (eq. 4). The gain by
diffusion to the average sink j is a function of the local frequency
(q) of sources i among neighboring microenvironments. From the
perspective of a focal nonproducer Y at a location j, the area of
diffusion (A) depends on the frequency of producer (X) individuals
among the neighbors of the nonproducing (Y) individual:

A = qX |Y. (5)

(Note that, from the “perspective” of a focal producer individual
X at a sink location i, A = qY|X .) The connection to other social
evolution models can be clarified by rewriting the balance equa-
tions (3) and (4) such that we express the diffusion area A in terms
of phenotypic similarity of a focal individuals to their neighbors.
To quantify the phenotypic similarity of a focal individual to their
neighbors, we use the relatedness coefficient r, representing the
regression coefficient between the trait values of focal individuals
and their neighbors (Hamilton 1970, 1972). While the term “relat-
edness” is often considered to reflect common descent, we stress
that it is more generally a measure of similarity among interactants
within the population (for recent discussions, see Pepper 2000;
Fletcher et al. 2006). When only two trait values exist in a popula-
tion for a given trait, the regression coefficient for the relatedness
between individuals and their spatial neighbors is equivalent to
the “subjective difference” formula. This formula represents the
difference between type Y and type X individuals in the frequency
of type X among their neighbors: r = qX|X # qX|Y , where qX|Y is
the frequency of type X individuals among the neighbors of an
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average type Y individual (Wilson 1977; Pepper 2000). Using this
formula for r, we obtain

A = qX |Y = qX (1 # r ). (6)

Where qX|Y is the local frequency of type X among neighbors
of type Y individuals, and qX is the global frequency of X. We
can now rewrite equation (4) for sink locations by substituting
qX(1 # r) for A, yielding

uG j = qX (1 # r )D"Gij. (7)

Or, equivalently

uG j = qX (1 # r )D
!

Gi # G j

L

"
. (8)

In order to rewrite equation (4) in terms of relatedness, it is
convenient to define

! = DqX (1 # r )
L

.

With this substitution into equation (8), the equilibrium con-
centration of the external good at sink locations is

G j = Gi

!
!

! + u

"
. (9)

The balance condition for G at i can be found by substituting
the right-hand side of equation (6) for A into equation (3) to give
an expanded form of the balance equation:

ai = uGi + qY (1 # r )D
!

G j # Gi

L

"
. (10)

Substituting the right-hand side of equation (9) for Gj and
rearranging yields the equilibrium value of Gi:

Gi = ai (! + u)
u(u + D(1 # r )/L

. (11)

For a given spatial segregation of producers from nonpro-
ducers (quantified by r), the rate at which the external good will
be transferred from source to sink locations is proportional to the
diffusion coefficient D divided by the distance between individ-
uals L. We label the ratio of these two quantities as the “transfer
coefficient” (D/L). The equilibrium concentration of the external
good at source and sink location is shown graphically in Figure 1.

The source and sink locations depicted in Figure 1 correspond
to the microenvironments of producer (X) and nonproducer (Y)
individuals respectively. To calculate the fitness effects of these
external good concentrations, we can weight the external goods
concentration (G) by the uptake rate u and the fitness benefit b
per unit taken up. The fitness effect on a nonproducer Y is

wY = ubG j . (12)
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Figure 1. From equations (9) and (11): A diffusible pubic good
will equilibrate at a higher concentration at source locations (type
i, solid lines) than at sink locations (type j, dashed lines). This dif-
ference is greatest when individuals are surrounded by neighbors
of the same phenotype (high r), and when the transfer coefficient
(D/L) is low (indicated by numbers on lines). Here, a = 1.0, u = 1.0,
b/c = 2.0 and qX = qY = 0.5.

When we also include the cost of external goods production cai,
born only by producers, the net fitness effect for producers is

wX = ubGi # cai . (13)

The fitness payoff for each strategy is shown in Figure 2. For
sufficiently low transfer coefficients (see eq. 16 below), the fitness
payoff for producers is always greater than for nonproducers,
regardless of r, although high r increases this difference.

The conditions favoring producers over nonproducers can be
found by setting wX > wY using equations (12) and (13). This
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Figure 2. From equations (12) and (13): The influence on fitness
payoffs of diffusion and relatedness to neighbors. The solid lines
indicate the payoff for producers (X) and the dashed lines indicate
nonproducers (Y). The numbers indicate the value of the transfer
coefficient D/L. For this illustration, a = 1.0, u = 1.0, b/c = 2.0, and
qX = qY = 0.5.
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Figure 3. The parameter space favoring external goods produc-
tion (above curves) versus nonproduction (below curves). For this
illustration, a = 1.0 and b/c = 2.0.

yields

ubGi # cai > ubG j ,

or equivalently,

ub(Gi # G j ) > cai . (14)

Whether or not a trait for investment in external products
is favored depends on the average difference in access enjoyed
by producers, weighted by the uptake and benefit of the product.
This advantage due to increased access must outweigh the costs
of production. Substituting the equations for steady state concen-
trations of G at j and i from equations (9) and (11) into equation
(14), and solving for r, we arrive at our goal of a general condition
for the evolution of external goods production:

r > 1 # uL
D

!
b
c

# 1
"

. (15)

Note that the global frequencies of each type are absent in this in-
equality, so it is frequency-independent. Figure 3 shows equation
(15) graphically.

As the transfer coefficient (D/L) increases, the importance of
spatial structure also increases, approaching the limit of requiring
absolute segregation of producers from nonproducers (r = 1.0).
For sufficiently low values of the transfer coefficient, positive re-
latedness is not required to favor the production of costly external
goods. In the leftmost region of Figure 3, production is favored
through direct fitness effects on producers, because increased ac-
cess to the external product by producers is beneficial enough
to more than offset the cost of production. The region for such
“private” external goods production (to the left of the x-intercept
of each curve in Fig. 3) shrinks as uptake rate u decreases, pro-
moting sharing. To quantify these conditions, we set r $ 0, and

solve equation (15) for (D/L), which yields an expression for
the conditions under which external goods production is favored,
regardless of spatial structure (r):

D
L

$ u
!

b
c

# 1
"

. (16)

Discussion
Here we present the first general quantitative theory to predict
when selection will favor the costly production of beneficial dif-
fusible external products. The key variables determining whether
such traits are favored include the cost of producing and benefit of
taking up the external product, as well as its uptake rate, the po-
tential for its transfer between individuals, and the coefficient of
relatedness, or similarity between neighboring individuals (eq. 15,
Fig. 3). Because of diffusion-limited transfer and spatial struc-
ture, producers enjoy greater access to the external product than
do nonproducers (Fig. 1). This results in higher fitness payoffs
for producers than nonproducers when relatedness to neighbors
is sufficiently high, and transfer sufficiently low (Fig. 2). When
transfer among individuals is too limited for neighbor-modulated
fitness benefits to be important (due to high uptake rates and
low transfer rates), then production can be favored regardless
of low relatedness to neighbors (see leftmost region of Fig. 3
and eq. 16).

Despite common use of the term among biologists, labeling
all external goods as “public” is potentially misleading. In game
theory models of “public goods,” it is assumed that the goods are
shared equally among all interacting individuals potentially ca-
pable of producing them. In contrast, the external products called
“public goods” in biology are generally not distributed equally.
In particular, products that are transferred from producers to non-
producers by diffusion are subject to limited sharing, as limited
by diffusion rate (D) and distance (L). Depending on the trans-
fer coefficient (D/L), external goods in biology actually fall on a
continuum from private to public. Under low transfer coefficients,
external goods are available mostly to their producers only, and
thus are relatively “private.” Only under high transfer coefficients
do external goods approach the game theoretic assumption of
equal sharing. In particular, under the conditions defined by equa-
tion (16), neighbor-modulated fitness effects are not required for
goods production to be favored. Under these conditions, sharing
of goods among neighbors can still increase the fitness advantage
of producers over nonproducers, so that relatedness still plays a
role. However, because fitness effects of production on produc-
ers themselves, rather than on others, are decisive, such external
goods are in an important sense “private,” rather than public. In
contrast, when the transfer coefficient exceeds the threshold of
equation (16), selection for production of external goods requires
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sharing of the good among sufficiently similar neighbors, so that
the external product is truly “public” in an important sense.

Whenever the transfer coefficient is above zero, the evolu-
tion of biological external goods shares with game-theoretical
public goods the potential for a “tragedy of the commons,” where
potential benefits to groups or populations are not obtainable be-
cause natural selection within groups favors nonproducers over
producers, despite the group-level advantage of goods production
(Hardin 1968). This outcome is expected when relatedness is not
high enough to prevent the invasion of free-riding nonproducers.
In the limit of an extremely high transfer coefficient, production
is only favored when similarity to neighbors is absolute (r = 1;
see right side of Fig. 3).

Our general model reveals two basic modes for external
goods production to be evolutionarily favored: In one mode, ex-
ternal goods can be more private when transferability is low. Their
production is then favored by fitness benefits due to production by
self only. For example, private external goods production may be
maintained in sparse populations with high L (e.g., in a nonbloom
population of planktonic algae), or by reduced diffusion (e.g.,
in biofilms with extracellular matrix that reduces D). In the other
mode, external goods are more public when transferability is high.
Their production is then favored by neighbor-modulated fitness
benefits, which requires high similarity to neighbors (high r). Only
in this latter case of truly public goods is there potential for inva-
sion by “free-rider” nonproducers (when r is not high enough).

Fletcher and Doebeli (2009) have emphasized the impor-
tance of the average “interaction environment” experienced by
cooperators and defectors in a classic public goods game. In this
framework, the interaction environment is the same for all mem-
bers of a group, and defectors necessarily have an advantage, as
long as c > 0. In our framework, because the interaction envi-
ronment is further partitioned into microenvironments that may
differ between individuals within a group, this is not necessarily
the case. In particular, our equation (14) parallels equation (2.1)
in Fletcher and Doebeli (2009), in that the cost to investing in
an external good must be offset by the increase in environmental
quality experienced by a focal individual. In both models, the con-
ditions favoring investment in the external good may be satisfied
by benefits due to self (low D/L in our model) or by high r. In our
equation (14), both of these possibilities can lead to a large value
of Gi # Gj; in Fletcher and Doebeli (2009), benefits due to self
and others are split into separate terms.

In practice, some cases of external goods production will
involve intermediate levels of transfer, such that fitness effects
due to self as well as neighbors play a role in their evolution,
and they are neither purely private not public. As a specific ex-
ample, biofilm extracellular matrix (ECM) may favor the produc-
tion of beneficial external products through both modes discussed
above. By reducing the transfer coefficient, ECM may increase

the benefits to self of production, and stabilize production against
invasion by nonproducers. At the same time, by reducing cell
movement and mixing, ECM also increases relatedness to neigh-
bors, which increases the neighbor-modulated benefits of external
goods production.

Conclusions
The conditions favoring production of beneficial external prod-
ucts cannot be predicted solely on the basis of their fitness effects
on self. At the same time, they do not always meet the criterion for
being biologically altruistic: imposing a net fitness cost on the pro-
ducer. Here we present the first quantitative theory for predicting
their evolution. This model is only precisely suited to the analysis
of diffusible external products, and some external goods are trans-
ferred by mechanisms other than other than diffusion (e.g., the
plant and animal signals mentioned in our Introduction may be
carried by air currents). However, in all cases of beneficial exter-
nal products, many of the same considerations will be germane:
It is important to recognize the continuum from private to public
external goods. Benefits to self can be enhanced by limited trans-
fer and product localization, while neighbor-modulated benefits
are enhanced by high relatedness of producers to recipients.
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Spontaneous Gac Mutants of Pseudomonas Biological Control
Strains: Cheaters or Mutualists?!
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Bacteria rely on a range of extracellular metabolites to suppress competitors, gain access to resources, and
exploit plant or animal hosts. The GacS/GacA two-component regulatory system positively controls the
expression of many of these beneficial external products in pseudomonad bacteria. Natural populations often
contain variants with defective Gac systems that do not produce most external products. These mutants benefit
from a decreased metabolic load but do not appear to displace the wild type in nature. How could natural
selection maintain the wild type in the presence of a mutant with enhanced growth? One hypothesis is that Gac
mutants are “cheaters” that do not contribute to the public good, favored within groups but selected against
between groups, as groups containing more mutants lose access to ecologically important external products. An
alternative hypothesis is that Gac mutants have a mutualistic interaction with the wild type, so that each
variant benefits by the presence of the other. In the biocontrol bacterium Pseudomonas chlororaphis strain
30-84, Gac mutants do not produce phenazines, which suppress competitor growth and are critical for biofilm
formation. Here, we test the predictions of these alternative hypotheses by quantifying interactions between the
wild type and the phenazine- and biofilm-deficient Gac mutant within growing biofilms. We find evidence that
the wild type and Gac mutants interact mutualistically in the biofilm context, whereas a phenazine-defective
structural mutant does not. Our results suggest that the persistence of alternative Gac phenotypes may be due
to the stabilizing role of local mutualistic interactions.

In recent years, it has become clear that microbes are pro-
foundly cooperative organisms (4, 29, 44, 45). In particular,
much recent work has focused on the production of beneficial
extracellular secondary metabolites, apparently for the “public
good.” Such external products are often crucial to the success
of microbial populations in natural, medical, agricultural, and
industrial settings. The terms “cheater” and “defector” have
been used to describe mutants that benefit from these external
products but do not produce or underproduce their share (11,
12, 19, 21, 36). Cheaters are evolutionarily significant because
they illustrate a classic paradox in social evolution, whereby
cheaters are favored over their cooperative counterparts within
groups, yet altruists persist in the population (30, 46, 47). This
suggests a conflict of selection at alternate levels, with groups
producing more external products outreproducing those that
do not, potentially countering the within-group (local) advan-
tage of cheating (29, 34). Furthermore, in the case of strains
that utilize external products in pathogenesis or biocontrol
functions, cheaters may reduce virulence or competitive ability
and thus have applied significance (6, 14, 19, 38).

The GacS/GacA two-component system positively regulates
the expression of many extracellular enzymes, secondary me-
tabolites, and some carbon storage compounds as well as oxi-
dative stress response and other functions that play roles in
biological control or pathogenicity (hence the name gac, for

global activator) (3, 7, 15). The GacS/GacA regulatory system
is highly conserved among Gram-negative bacteria, including
many beneficial biological control and plant pathogenic bac-
teria. The GacS/GacA global regulatory system is prevalent
among Pseudomonas species, and homologous systems have
been identified in other genera, including Escherichia, Vibrio,
Legionella, Erwinia, Azotobacter, and Salmonella (16). Mecha-
nistically, the GacS sensor kinase autophosphorylates and ac-
tivates the GacA response regulator by phosphorylation in
response to as yet unidentified signals or stimuli. Global reg-
ulation by GacS/GacA in many Pseudomonas species occurs via
transcriptional activation of one to several genes for small
noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs). These ncRNAs subsequently se-
quester RsmA and RsmE, small RNA-binding proteins, reliev-
ing translational repression by these regulatory proteins (re-
viewed in references 41 and 42). GacS/GacA also negatively
regulates a spectrum of traits by mechanisms largely unidenti-
fied. For example, Hassan et al. (15) showed that inactivation
of GacS/GacA resulted in the altered expression of 10% of the
genes in Pseudomonas fluorescens strain Pf-5. Phenotypic vari-
ants with mutations disrupting gacA or gacS have identical
phenotypes: loss of production of many positively regulated
external products (e.g., exoproteases, antibiotics, quorum-sens-
ing signals, and exotoxins [15]) as well as overproduction of
some negatively regulated metabolites (e.g., siderophores [2,
35]), although other cell-intrinsic traits (e.g., flagella) are also
affected (15).

Many Pseudomonas species identified for biological control
exhibit phenotypic variation resulting from spontaneous muta-
tion in gacS or gacA (reviewed in reference 41). These mutants
are hypothesized to have a reduced metabolic load compared
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with the wild type (39, 41), and consistent with this hypothesis,
Gac mutants generally have a growth advantage compared
with the wild type (41). In nutrient-rich fermentation cultures,
spontaneous Gac mutants often become the majority popula-
tion (6). This has been a cause for significant concern in the
development of biological control because the occurrence of
mutants in production cultures results in the loss of secondary
metabolites essential for their biological control activity (2, 3,
6, 15). Natural rhizosphere populations also frequently contain
variants with defective Gac systems (3, 6, 39). For these rea-
sons, Jousset et al. (19) recently hypothesized that Gac mutants
are cheaters, favored by within-group selection but selected
against at the group level.

An alternative hypothesis is that Gac mutants are mutualis-
tic or commensalistic in their interactions with the wild type in
natural settings (2, 39, 41). This view is contingent primarily on
observations that while Gac mutants are frequently observed in
nature, they do not appear to displace wild-type strains in
natural environments. Better performance of wild-type popu-
lations in a mixture with mutants suggests that Gac mutants
may interact mutualistically, rather than parasitically, with the
wild type in the rhizosphere (2, 39). Both parasitic and mutu-
alistic hypotheses predict that Gac mutants benefit from some
extracellular product(s) secreted by the wild type, but offer
contrasting predictions about the impact of the Gac mutant on
the wild type. The parasitic hypothesis suggests that between-
group selection favors the wild type, so that Gac mutants im-
pose fitness costs on neighbors. Specifically, groups containing
greater frequencies of the wild type are more productive
(higher fitness) than groups of their counterparts containing
fewer wild-type individuals, despite local (within-group) selec-
tion favoring Gac mutants. In contrast, if Gac mutants are
mutualists, mixed groups should have higher fitness than sin-
gle-strain groups. Exploitation of external products—particu-
larly when such products are central to survival—requires that
the cheater and mutualist co-occur in relatively close proxim-
ity, because diffusion-mediated transfer of extracellular prod-
ucts imposes a physical barrier to long-distance interactions
(10). Thus, diffusion of metabolites defines the neighborhood
within which parasitic or mutualistic interactions may occur.

For this study, we employed the biological control strain
Pseudomonas chlororaphis 30-84. Strain 30-84 is an effective
biological control of take-all disease of wheat caused by the
fungal pathogen Gaeumannomyces graminis var. tritici and has
become a useful system for studying biocontrol (32). GacS/
GacA controls the production of a number of secondary
metabolites shown to be important in biological activities,
including orange-pigmented phenazines, hydrogen cyanide,
gelatinase, lipase, and exoprotease. Phenazines are responsible
for the majority of strain 30-84’s ability to inhibit fungal patho-
gens (31, 40), but they are also required for biofilm formation
in this strain (22, 23). In laboratory flow cell assays, phenazine-
deficient mutants were unable to establish biofilms; however,
biofilm formation was restored by supplying mutants with
phenazines (24).

In order to differentiate between the parasitic and mutual-
istic hypotheses, we observed and quantified the interactions
between wild-type strain 30-84, 30-84GacA, a GacA mutant
derivative, and 30-84ZN, a phenazine biosynthetic mutant,
using differentially fluorescently labeled strains in growing

biofilms. Because biofilm formation is central to the fitness
of rhizosphere bacteria (27, 28) (whereas anticompetitor
functionality may vary in importance across diverse environ-
ments), we focus on biofilm formation as a proxy for fitness
effects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial strains and media. The bacterial strains and plasmids used in this
study are described in Table 1. A spontaneous rifampin-resistant derivative of P.
chlororaphis strain 30-84 was used in all studies (33), and all mutants were
derived from this parental strain. Strain 30-84ZN contains a phzB::lacZ genomic
fusion (phzB is one of the five genes in a single operon necessary for phenazine
biosynthesis) and produces no phenazines (Table 1). Strain 30-84GacA contains
a gacA::Kmr genomic fusion (Table 1), completely inactivating gacA. Triparental
conjugations into strain 30-84 or its derivates were performed as described
previously (31). All strains of P. chlororaphis were grown at 28°C in LB medium
supplemented with 5 g of NaCl/liter or in AB minimal medium supplemented
with 2% Casamino Acids (AB ! CAA) (22). Escherichia coli strains were grown
at 37°C in LB. Antibiotics were used where appropriate at the following con-
centrations: for E. coli, ampicillin at 100 "g/ml, kanamycin sulfate (Km) at 50
"g/ml, and chloramphenicol (Cm) at 30 "g/ml; for P. chlororaphis, Km at 50
"g/ml, Cm at 300 "g/ml, and rifampin at 100 "g/ml (22).

Construction of fluorescent derivatives. To visualize P. chlororaphis strain
30-84 derivatives during biofilm development, we constructed plasmids pKI2CM-
EGFP and pKI2CM-DsRed carrying either an enhanced variant of the Aequorea
victoria green fluorescent protein (EGFP) or the Discosoma sp. red fluorescent
protein (DsRed-Express), respectively. The expression of both is under the
control of the lac promoter. The 974-bp PvuII-EcoRI fragment carrying the
promoter plus EGFP and the 930-bp PvuII-EcoRI fragment carrying the pro-
moter plus DsRed-Express were isolated from the commercial vectors pEGFP
and pDsRed-Express (Clontech), respectively, gel purified, treated with Klenow
fragment, and inserted into the BamHI site of pProbe-KI# (also Klenow frag-
ment treated). pProbe-KI# contains the pVS1 and p15a replicons (25) and has
been shown to be highly stable without selection for more than 30 generations in
strain 30-84 (22). A 4.3-kb EcoRI fragment carrying cat (Cmr) was introduced
into the EcoRI site of pProbe-KI# prior to the insertion of the fluorescent protein
gene (Table 1). Each plasmid was introduced into strain 30-84 or its derivatives
via triparental conjugation.

Growth curves in liquid culture. Overnight cultures of strains 30-84red, 30-
84GacAgreen, and 30-84ZNgreen were grown in 5 ml LB medium. Cultures were
adjusted to an optical density at 620 nm (OD620) of 0.4 using AB ! CAA, and
10 "l of each dilute culture was added to 20 ml AB ! CAA. Each treatment was
replicated three times. Three OD620 values were taken per biological replicate,
once every 1 to 3 h during the exponential phase of growth (between 10 h and
25 h). Additional measurements at 32 h and 35 h confirmed that the cultures had
entered stationary phase. A logistic curve was fitted to these OD620 time series
data and then linearized via logistic transformation. Regression analysis was used
to compare the observed data to those predicted by a logistic model. In all cases,
the coefficient of determination (R2) was 0.95 or greater. The intrinsic rate of
growth and doubling time for each strain were estimated from the slope of the
linearized function.

Flow cell experiments. Single-pass flow cell assays were used to visually com-
pare biofilm formation by strain 30-84 and its derivatives as described previously
(22), with slight modifications. Briefly, inocula were prepared from exponential-
phase cultures grown in 5 ml LB. These cultures were centrifuged and washed
with AB ! CAA and then diluted (OD600 of 0.4) with AB ! CAA. For each
treatment, a 300-"l aliquot of dilute culture was inoculated into individual flow
cell chambers (4 by 40 by 1 mm) of a three-chamber flow cell (Stovall Life
Sciences, Inc., Greensboro, NC). To ensure sterile conditions, kanamycin (50
"g/ml) was added to the medium. After inoculation, chambers were inverted and
maintained under static conditions (no flow) for 1 h to allow cell attachment.

Following this, the chamber was placed right side up, and a continuous flow of
fresh medium (160 "l/min) was initiated using a 12-channel Ismatec pump
(Ismatec SA, Labortechnik-Analytik, Glattbrugg, Switzerland). Biofilms were
visualized using a Nikon E800 confocal microscope equipped with argon and
green HeNe lasers. Images were collected at 6, 12, and 24 h after inoculation and
every 24 h thereafter for 5 days. Images were collected using Simple PCI software
(Compix, Inc., Cranberry Township, PA). Each experiment was repeated at least
twice.

Image analysis and calculation of biofilm characteristics. Three-dimensional
images were assembled in ImageJ (1), and the ImageJ-based program
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COMSTAT 2 (18; M. Vorregaard, B. K. Ersbøll, L. Yang, J. A. J. Haagensen,
A. Heydorn, S. Molin, and C. Sternberg, personal communication) was used to
acquire biofilm data. Biovolume data were collected from between 8 and 10
independent stacks of images across two separate biofilms per sample in the
cases of the 30-84red-plus-30-84green and 30-84red-plus-30-84GacAgreen bio-
films presented here, while between 7 and 9 stacks were used in the case of
30-84red-plus-30-84ZNgreen biofilms. In treatments in which biofilms failed to
establish, two or three stacks were analyzed per time point. Structural charac-
teristics of biofilms were calculated from at least five independent stacks taken
after 96 h for each treatment. Images were also collected of reciprocally labeled
strains in mixed biofilms to confirm strain behavior.

We used the normalized (mean removed) cross-covariance between the red
and green channels in order to quantify the degree of clustering between oppo-
sitely labeled strains in wild-type-only and wild-type-plus-30-84GacA mixed bio-
films. We obtained two-dimensional maximum brightness vertical projections for
five independent stacks of images of the mature biofilm taken at h 96. We
measured the average covariance, c, between a focal pixel, x, in the red channel
and a pixel in the green channel within the same row at a distance, d, where 0
d 100 ($ 47 "m). The covariance (Cov) is given by

Covdy%Gy, Ry&
1

n 1
x'0

n

%Gx!d,y G" y&%Rx,y R" y& (1)

where bars denote average values for an entire row y. This yields the mean
covariance taken across all points n in a row, y, for the set of lag distances, d, from
0 to 100. The vector of average covariances at each lag distance, cd, is

cd

1
m 1

y'0

m

Covdy%Gy, Ry& (2)

This was repeated four times for each projection, with a 90° rotation in each case,
ensuring no spatial biases due to sampling with respect to flow direction. Four
direction-specific vectors of mean c values were obtained from all five stacks for
each treatment. Finally, the grand means and standard errors were calculated

across the four cardinal directions, yielding a single vector of cd values for each
treatment.

Replacement series. We determined the fitness of wild-type strain 30-84,
30-84GacA, and 30-84ZN in mixed biofilms by introducing strains in a replace-
ment series containing specific proportions of wild-type 30-84red and either
strain 30-84green (control), 30-84GacAgreen, or 30-84ZNgreen (fractions of
1.0:0, 0.5:0.5, and 0:1.0, respectively, keeping the total inoculation density con-
stant). Briefly, a replacement series analysis is intended to highlight interactions
between co-occurring varieties by generating a baseline additive expectation of
performance based on each variety in isolation. Deviations from this expected
performance indicate an interaction between varieties. For example, a strain that
grows to an average biovolume of 1 "m3/"m2 in isolation is expected to grow to
0.5 "m3/"m2 when introduced in a 1:1 ratio with another strain; the observation
that it actually achieves a biovolume of only 0.1 "m3/"m2 may suggest a com-
petitive or parasitic interaction.

Expected values were calculated on the basis of the biofilm biovolume of each
strain inoculated alone and the proportion of the wild type and mutants in the
original inoculum for each treatment after 96 h. Comparisons of observed bio-
volume in a 50:50 mixture to expected biovolume were used to assess whether
individual strain fitness is enhanced or degraded in a mixture compared to their
predicted biofilm development given a 50% lower introduction density. Biovol-
ume values were calculated using at least five image stacks from a single biofilm
for 30-84red-plus-30-84green and 30-84red-plus-30-84GacAgreen populations
and three image stacks from a single biofilm for 30-84red-plus-30-84ZNgreen
populations.

RESULTS

When grown in shaken liquid culture, 30-84GacA mutants
entered the exponential growth phase earlier than both wild-
type strain 30-84 and the phz structural mutant 30-84ZN (Fig.
1), although doubling times were approximately 5 h for each
strain. When these data were fit to a logistic growth model,
30-84GacA had a significantly (P ( 0.05) higher intrinsic rate

TABLE 1. Bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study

Strain or plasmid Descriptiona Source or reference

Strains
P. chlororaphis

30-84 Wild type, Rifr W. Bockus, personal
communication

30-84GacA gacA::Kmr insertion, Phz) Rifr 2
30-84ZN phzB::lacZ genomic fusion, Rifr 31
30-84green Wild type containing pKI2CM-EGFP; gfp! This study
30-84red Wild type containing pKI2CM-DsRed; rfp! This study
30-84GacAgreen 30-84GacA containing pKI2CM-EGFP; gfp! This study
30-84GacAred 30-84GacA containing pKI2CM-DsRed; rfp! This study
30-84ZNgreen 30-84ZN containing pKI2CM-EGFP; gfp! This study
30-84ZNred 30-84ZN containing pKI2CM-DsRed; rfp! This study

E. coli
DH5* F) recA1 endA1 hsdR17 supE44 thi-1 gyrA96 relA1 +(argF-lacZYA)I169 ,80lacZ +M15 -) GIBCO-BRL
HB101 F) hsdS20(rB

) mB
)) supE44 recA1 ara14 proA2 lacY1 galK2 rpsL20 xyl-5 mtl-5 -) GIBCO-BRL

Plasmids
pRK2013 ColE1, Kmr Clontech
pProbe-KI# pVS1 replicon, p15a origin of replication, inaZ transcriptional fusion; Kmr 25
pEGFP ColE1, contains an enhanced variant of the Aequorea victoria green fluorescent protein

(EGFP); Apr Kmr gfp!
Clontech

pDsRed-Express ColE1, contains Discosoma sp. red fluorescent protein (DsRed-Express); Apr Kmr rfp! Clontech
pHP24.-Cm Interposon, contains cat; Cmr 8
pKI2CM-EGFP pPROBE-KI# containing the 4.3-kb EcoRI fragment carrying cat and a 974-bp PvuII-

EcoRI fragment carrying EGFP; Kmr Cmr gfp!
This study

pKI2CM-DsRed pPROBE-KI# containing the 4.3-kb EcoRI fragment carrying cat and a 930-bp PvuII-
EcoRI fragment carrying DsRed-Express; Kmr Cmr rfp!

This study

a Apr, Cmr, Kmr, and Rifr indicate resistance to ampicillin, chloramphenicol, kanamycin, and rifampin, respectively.
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of growth than 30-84 and 30-84ZN (0.413 / 0.008, 0.377 /
0.007, and 0.380 / 0.007, respectively). In contrast, each strain
approached carrying capacities that were statistically indistin-
guishable (2.173 / 0.076, 2.179 / 0.078, and 2.152 / 0.087,
respectively). Thus, the higher densities of 30-84GacA during
exponential growth are due to the mutant strain entering ex-
ponential phase growth earlier than the wild type.

Both strains 30-84ZN and 30-84GacA, which were deficient
in phenazine production, were unable to form single-strain
biofilms (Fig. 2B and D, respectively). However, both mutants
became established in biofilms when grown in a mixture with
strain 30-84 (Fig. 2B and D). The biovolume of the wild type
was significantly reduced when grown with the phenazine
structural mutant 30-84ZN (Fig. 2A). In contrast, strain 30-84
experienced a significant benefit when grown with 30-84GacA
(Fig. 2C). The replacement series analysis further supports the
observation that strain 30-84 grew to lower and higher biovol-
umes with 30-84ZN and 30-84GacA, respectively, than would

be expected based on initial frequencies in the inocula (Fig. 3A
and B, respectively). These data indicate that 30-84GacA pro-
vided a net growth benefit to strain 30-84, whereas 30-84ZN
imposed a net cost.

FIG. 1. Growth curves for strains 30-84 (E), 30-84ZN (‚), and
30-84GacA (!). Error bars representing standard errors are mostly
too small to be seen. 30-84GacA entered the exponential growth phase
significantly earlier than the other two strains.

FIG. 2. Time series of the growth of strains in single-strain (E) and mixed (!) biofilms. Error bars represent standard errors. (A) The
biovolume of strain 30-84 was greater in single-strain biofilms than in mixed biofilms with 30-84ZN. (B) Strain 30-84ZN was unable to establish
single-strain biofilms, but it showed biofilm formation in the presence of 30-84. (C) Strain 30-84 grew to greater volumes in chimeric biofilms with
30-84GacA than in single-strain biofilms. (D) The GacA mutant failed to establish single-strain biofilms, but it formed extensive chimeric biofilms
with the wild type.

FIG. 3. Replacement series analysis of mixed biofilms after 96 h.
(A) Observed biovolume of 30-84red (gray bars), 30-84ZNgreen (open
bar), and total biofilm (both bars). The dashed line indicates the
expected biovolume of strain 30-84 in mixed biofilms predicted from
the performance of 30-84 without 30-84ZN (given a 50% or 100%
reduction in inoculum). Wild-type strain 30-84 achieved a lower bio-
volume in the presence of 30-84ZN than would be predicted by its
performance without 30-84ZN, indicating that the wild type was neg-
atively impacted by the presence of 30-84ZN. 30-84ZN was unable to
form a biofilm without the wild type, but it formed a mixed biofilm with
the wild type. (B) Expected (dashed lines) and observed (gray bars)
biovolumes of 30-84red, 30-84GacAgreen (open bar), and total biofilm
(both bars). The wild type reached a higher biovolume in the mixture
with 30-84GacA than expected based on its performance without 30-
84GacA. 30-84GacA was unable to form a biofilm without the wild
type, but it formed an extensive chimeric biofilm with the wild type.
The total population of the mixed biofilm significantly exceeded the
population of the wild type alone. Error bars denote standard errors.
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Chimeric biofilms comprised of strains 30-84 and 30-
84GacA developed more extensively (Fig. 4C and 5B) than
30-84-only biofilms (Fig. 4A and 5A). After 96 h, mixed bio-
films containing 30-84 and 30-84GacA developed significantly
more total biovolume, were thicker, and had approximately
twice as many microcolonies as the wild-type biofilms (Table 2,
Fig. 4A and C, and Fig. 5). In contrast, mixed populations

containing 30-84 and the phz structural mutant 30-84ZNgreen
formed biofilms that lacked well-developed multicellular struc-
tures (Fig. 4B). This is reflected in the extremely low mean
diffusion distance of biofilms containing phz mutants (Table 2).
These biofilms also were characterized by a relatively low oc-
currence of 30-84red (Fig. 4B).

Wild-type strain 30-84 clustered significantly more with the

FIG. 4. Maximum-intensity z-axis projections of representative image stacks taken from biofilms comprised of strain 30-84red with 30-84green
(A), 30-84ZNgreen (B), and 30-84GacAgreen (C) after 6, 24, and 72 h. Initially, 30-84ZNgreen and 30-84GacAgreen were significantly reduced
in attachment compared to 30-84green. Thus, initial attachment of 30-84green (6 h) is enhanced relative to the phenazine-deficient mutants. By
72 h, biofilms containing phenazine structural mutant 30-84ZN had formed thin, undifferentiated biofilms without distinct microcolonies, whereas
biofilms containing 30-84GacA formed thicker, more extensive biofilms than the wild type alone.

FIG. 5. Orthogonal views of 30-84red with 30-84green (A) and 30-84red and 30-84GacAgreen mixed biofilms (B) after 96 h. The large image
is a horizontal cross-section through a biofilm. The smaller images (side and bottom panels) are vertical sections. The white arrowheads indicate
the placement of the vertical and horizontal cross-sections. Note the frequent occurrence of 30-84 at the attachment surface compared with
30-84GacA mutants in mixed biofilms, suggesting that 30-84red is important for attachment of 30-84GacAgreen. (The substratum is at the outer
edge of each panel.)
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GacA mutants than with itself (Fig. 6). The spatial cross-cova-
riance between red and green biovolume, c, and distance from
focal pixel, d, followed a negative exponential relationship of
the form cd ' abd, where a and b are parameters (Fig. 6A). The
decay rate parameter, b, was not significantly different between
the two treatments, but the base parameter, a, was significantly
greater in biofilms containing 30-84 and 30-84GacA than those
containing only the wild type at the 99% confidence level
(0.163 / 0.015 and 0.103 / 0.015, respectively). These data
indicated that co-occurrence is higher over short distances
(0 to 5 "m) and decays rapidly thereafter. Furthermore, the
average cd within 10 "m was significantly higher in mixed
biofilms containing 30-84 and 30-84GacA than single-strain
biofilms containing 30-84 (Fig. 6B). These relationships are
reflected in representative comparisons between three-dimen-
sional images of wild-type-only biofilms (Fig. 6C) and biofilms
containing strains 30-84 and 30-84GacA (Fig. 6D). Overall,

these data show that local spatial clustering between the wild
type and 30-84GacA was significantly higher than that of the
wild type with itself.

DISCUSSION

Do Gac mutants behave as “cheaters” or social parasites in
mixed populations with the wild type, or do they behave as
beneficial mutualists, having a positive effect on the wild type?
As expected, both 30-84ZN and 30-84GacA were unable to
form single-strain biofilms in the absence of wild-type 30-84
(Fig. 2A and B). However, our results clearly showed that both
phenazine-deficient mutants benefited significantly from the
presence of the wild type, presumably due to the production of
phenazines produced by neighboring wild-type cells (Fig. 2B
and D). Previous work demonstrated that phenazines are re-
quired for biofilm formation by strain 30-84 in flow cell assays

TABLE 2. Biofilm characteristics for representative biofilms formed by wild-type strain 30-84 with itself and each mutant after 96 h

Biofilm parameter
Result fora:

30-84 ! 30-84 30-84 ! 30-84GacA 30-84 ! 30-84ZN

Biovolume ("m3/"m2) 0.474 / 0.112 B 0.990 / 0.124 A 0.299 / 0.071 C
Thickness ("m) 2.811 / 0.453 B 6.334 / 1.190 A 2.180 / 0.643 B
Diffusion distance ("m)b 0.007 / 0.002 B 0.013 / 0.001 A 0.001 / 0.000 C
No. of microcoloniesc 12.200 / 4.716 B 31.000 / 3.493 A NAd

Microcolony area ("m2) 50.879 / 7.550 A 64.584 / 8.430 A NA
a The numbers reported are averages / standard errors, and the letters following the values indicate significant differences.
b Diffusion distance is defined as the minimum distance between a pixel of biovolume and a pixel of void space. Higher values thus indicate larger aggregates of

biovolume.
c Microcolonies were defined as aggregates that occupy an area of at least 25 "m2 in a maximum-intensity vertical projection of image stacks.
d NA, microcolony counts and sizes are not reliable in the case of the relatively undifferentiated biofilms formed by 30-84 ! 30-84ZN.

FIG. 6. (A) Spatial covariance between 30-84red with strain 30-84GacAgreen (E) or 30-84green (F). Higher spatial covariance between the red
and green pixels at short distances in mixed biofilms than wild-type-only biofilms indicates that 30-84 clusters more with 30-84GacA than with itself.
Error bars denote standard errors between replicates in four cardinal directions. (B) Average covariances within 10 "m are significantly higher in
mixed biofilms than wild-type-only biofilms. Error bars denote standard errors between average pixel-level covariances within 10 "m. Three-
dimensional images of wild-type-only (C) and 30-84red-plus-30-84GacAgreen (D) biofilms after 96 h.
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(23). Furthermore, addition of exogenous phenazines restored
biofilm formation capabilities to 30-84ZN in flow cell assays
(24). The fact that both the wild type and mutants were able to
utilize phenazines and/or other secondary metabolites or cel-
lular components produced by wild-type strain 30-84 and be-
come established in mixed biofilms suggests that a diffusible
external product is being shared between wild-type and mutant
participants. However, this fact alone does not differentiate
between the competing views of the Gac mutant as a “cheater”
or a beneficial mutualist, because a positive effect of 30-84 on
GacA is a prediction of both hypotheses.

The data presented here indicated that wild-type strain
30-84 also benefited from the presence of 30-84GacA; notably
the biovolume of the similarly labeled wild type was higher in
mixed biofilms than in single-strain biofilms (Fig. 2D). The
replacement series further demonstrated that the biovolume of
the wild type in the mixed biofilm was higher than would be
predicted based on the inoculum density (Fig. 3A). Mixed
biofilms containing both Gac phenotypes also were signifi-
cantly larger than wild-type biofilms, suggesting a net benefit to
phenotypic variation for strain 30-84 (Fig. 3A). In contrast,
30-84ZN competitively displaced 30-84 in mixed biofilms, sug-
gesting a potential explanation for why Gac mutants are fre-
quently found in nature, whereas phenazine biosynthesis mu-
tants fail to be recovered. Our results confirm previous
observations of better survival of wild-type 30-84 populations
in mixtures with Gac mutants in the natural rhizosphere (3).
Although the biofilm experiments were not intended to deter-
mine the specific mechanism by which the wild type benefits
from the GacA mutant, these results suggest that enhanced
biofilm development by mixed populations may be one factor
contributing to the success of mixed populations in the rhizo-
sphere.

The idea that phenotypic variation may be beneficial to
rhizosphere populations is somewhat surprising given that Gac
mutants have been traditionally viewed as having a negative
global effect on secondary metabolite production. However, it
has been recognized previously that Gac also positively regu-
lates certain phenotypes, including siderophore production,
motility, and exopolysaccharide production, providing 30-84
Gac mutants with their characteristic hyperfluorescent, large
colony appearance on solid media (3). Recently, transcriptome
analysis comparing the wild type and a gacA mutant of P.
fluorescens PF-5 using microarrays demonstrated that approx-
imately 10% of the genome is under positive regulation by
Gac, including specific genes involved in iron uptake (sidero-
phore), motility, and stress response (15). Preliminary experi-
ments designed to identify secondary metabolites or other po-
tentially beneficial substances using cell-free supernatants have
failed to identify a diffusible product produced by 30-84 GacA
mutants that contributes to enhanced biofilm formation by the
wild type (data not shown). This is not unexpected as cellular
traits that contribute to motility (flagella, pili, and exopolysac-
charides), nutrient uptake, or stress response may also contrib-
ute to cell attachment and biofilm development. Future work
will be directed toward the identification of genes and pheno-
types of GacS/GacA variants that contribute to improved spe-
cies fitness.

Overall, our data do not support the role of GacA mutants
as cheaters in mixed biofilms. On the contrary, we show that

the presence of 30-84GacA stimulates 30-84 growth in mixed
biofilms (i.e., at intermediate frequencies). All of our exper-
iments were performed under sterile conditions in order to
isolate and test the most basic prediction of the cheater
hypothesis—freed from competitive or predatory (between-
group selective) pressures, GacA mutants will increase in fre-
quency at a net cost to the wild type. Such a cost was observed
only in the case of the phenazine structural mutant, 30-84ZN,
supporting the hypothesis that the presence of Gac mutants
provides some benefits to the wild-type strain. In nature, com-
petitive and predatory pressures are expected to place a cap on
Gac fitness (3, 19), but this alone does not qualify Gac mutants
as cheaters. It is likely that the interaction between Gac mu-
tants and the wild-type strain is dynamic and is thus expected
to be different across species and environments. However, we
note that the idea of Gac mutants as individually selected
cheaters is also problematic in light of the presence of mech-
anisms that apparently ensure the presence of Gac mutants,
even in clonal groups (e.g., programmed phase variation such
as slipped-strand mispairing, genomic rearrangements, and dif-
ferential methylation and unprogrammed phase variation via
mutation [see reference 42 for a full review of these mecha-
nisms]). This runs counter to the theoretical prediction that
cooperative traits should evolve novel mechanisms (e.g.,
pleiotropy) to ensure that efficient cheaters do not easily arise
through mutation (9, 43). Although much remains to be un-
derstood about the interactions between Gac mutants and the
wild type under various ecological conditions, we have dem-
onstrated that interactions between the wild type and a GacA
mutant in single-species flow cell biofilms are mutually bene-
ficial.

Another interpretation of the role of alternative phenotypes
in biofilms is possible when loss-of-function modifications are
reversible. Recently, van den Broek et al. (41) proposed that
reversible switching between functional and nonfunctional Gac
phenotypes may be a conserved strategy among rhizosphere
pseudomonads. By encoding both phenotypes, a single geno-
type can capitalize on the strengths of each strategy. Phase
variation in the Gac system may simultaneously confer su-
perior competitive or host-exploitative abilities while allow-
ing for efficient exploitation of hard-won habitat by a fast-
growing variant. Mechanisms to generate frequent switching
between these phenotypes are crucial to this hypothesis. Al-
though such reversible modification has been shown only for
two strains within the genus Pseudomonas (13, 42), the possi-
bility of reversible modifications to gac in other pseudomonads
clearly warrants further study. However, in current and previ-
ous work with P. chlororaphis strain 30-84, spontaneous rever-
sions to the Gac! phenotype have not been observed (2).

Our results underscore the importance of environmental
context in governing bacterial ecology and evolution. The phys-
ical environment may greatly influence the spatial distribution
of beneficial metabolites, thus profoundly altering the selective
pressures within a population. For this reason, future investi-
gations of external products in bacteria should take into ac-
count the biofilm context in which these traits naturally occur
or risk overestimating the degree of sharing—and thus, the
potential for cheating (5). This point parallels recent develop-
ments in the study of quorum-sensing signals. In natural set-
tings, quorum-sensing signals may reach very high local con-
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centrations in even sparse populations when diffusion is
restricted (7, 10, 17, 37, 48). Studies of quorum sensing con-
ducted with liquid cultures tend to overestimate the relative
importance of population size, because local increases in signal
concentration are prevented. Indeed, as few as two cells have
been observed to constitute a “quorum” where diffusion is
limited (7). Similarly, we have found evidence for heightened
co-occurrence of wild-type and gac mutant phenotypes over
relatively small ((10 "m) distances, suggesting that phenazines
may be restricted to the immediate neighborhood of produc-
ers. In natural rhizosphere settings, in which populations oc-
cupy microsites that may be more limited in diffusion than flow
cells, beneficial metabolites such as phenazines may accumu-
late to higher levels and thus increase the neighborhood size
over which interactions between alternative phenotypes occur.

Understanding the role of multilevel selection in maintain-
ing or undermining biofilm-associated traits in nature will help
in evaluating competing views of biofilms as collectives of self-
ish individuals (20) or incipient multicellular organisms (26,
44). An important first step is to properly appreciate how
experimental conditions affect parameters of central impor-
tance to social evolution models, such as neighborhood size
and population structure. This will, in turn, permit a more
accurate understanding of the selective forces shaping bacte-
rial traits involved in biocontrol or pathogenesis and how these
forces may be sensitive to environmental conditions.

Conclusions. The nature of the interaction between coexist-
ing phenotypic variants with alterations to the Gac and or-
thologous regulatory systems depends strongly on ecological
context. Although it has been observed that Gac mutants dis-
place the wild type in nutrient-rich liquid competition (6) and
incur group-level costs under some realistic natural conditions
(19), we have found evidence for a mutualism between these
alternative phenotypes in laboratory biofilms. Such an inter-
pretation appears more consistent with the high rates of alter-
ation to the GacS/GacA system and orthologous systems ob-
served in nature (41, 42), as evolution at higher levels (e.g., the
clone level) is expected to disrupt the efficient emergence of
cheaters (9, 43).
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Summary 

Toxic algal blooms are damaging, poorly understood events in which native 

plankton communities are overtaken by explosive growth of a single algal species. Toxic 

blooms are thought to be driven by a cooperative strategy of eliminating natural enemies 

and/or enhancing access to nutrients through collective toxin production. This 

conventional view, however, has been questioned on physical, ecological, and 

evolutionary grounds.  Furthermore, many bloom populations—including cyanobacteria, 

diatoms, and dinoflagellates—may harbor nontoxic varieties, further casting doubt on the 

view of toxic populations as a cooperative unit.  How, then, can we reconcile the apparent 

collectivity of toxic algae with the diversity of these populations?  A solution to this 

mystery may reside in rapid “eco-evolutionary” feedbacks, between the ecological impact 

of an algal population on its ecosystem and the genetic diversity of that population.  As a 

new understanding of the relationships between toxicity and the dynamics of blooms 

emerges, its translation to specific ecosystems will inform novel strategies for bloom 

remediation. 

Introduction 

 Recent decades have seen an increase in the frequency and severity of toxic algal 

blooms, causing significant economic and environmental damage [1,2,3].  These blooms 

are a poorly understood, highly destructive ecological phenomenon in both marine and 

freshwater environments.  The ability of an alga to produce toxins is often assumed to be 

part of an evolved, population-level ecological strategy that is important in the dynamics 

of blooms. In this view, toxicity is a collective response to environmental cues (e.g. 
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nutrient stress, chemical signatures of grazers) that allows an entire population to exclude 

competitors, annihilate grazers, and acquire nutrients en route to ecological dominance, 

culminating in toxic blooms.  However, recent work has uncovered several difficulties 

with the straightforward view of toxicity as a key ecological driver of algal blooms 

[4,5,6,7].  These recent focus on two key points: (1) Evolution should not maintain 

cooperative toxicity in well-mixed populations, because ‘cheater’ mutants that avoid the 

cost of toxicity can nonetheless enjoy the same ecological benefits as toxin producers, 

and thus gain a relative fitness advantage [5,7,8], and (2) many proposed functions 

require bloom-level densities of toxic algae, and thus do not bear on bloom initiation 

from low densities [5,6].  These criticisms are reinforced by mounting empirical evidence 

that toxic bloom populations do indeed often engender substantial genetic and phenotypic 

diversity, including nontoxic varieties.   

How can this apparently unstable social strategy continue to confer such rampant 

(and destructive) ecological success across in diverse taxa, from prokaryotes to 

dinoflagellates to diatoms, in environments ranging from eutrophic ponds to the Bering 

Sea?  Solving the mystery of toxic blooms will require a fresh perspective on the data and 

seriously re-thinking the ecology and evolution of algal toxicity. 

 

Toxin function in the light of evolution: unclear 

Diverse types of microalgae from prokaryotes to eukaryotes (including members 

of three of four phyla within the kingdom Chromalveolata) may form toxic blooms.  

Most (if not all) of these organisms regulate toxicity in response to environmental cues—
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including nutrient stress, physical insult, and the presence of prey or predators.  It is thus 

reasonable to expect some degree of correspondence between environmental cue and 

likely function of toxins, and three main functions of toxicity have been proposed: 

allelopathy, grazer defense, and assistance in nutrient acquisition. Many of these 

proposed functions raise an evolutionary conundrum: in most cases, they involve group-

level benefits which are insufficient to explain their evolution in unstructured populations 

[8].  This difficulty can be explained in more detail for each of the proposed functions of 

phycotoxicity.  

Allelopathy and grazer defense 

Allelopathy is the exclusion of competitors (e.g. [9]) by the production of toxins. 

The common assumption that allelopathy can result in a large and rapid increase in 

population growth is problematic, because from the perspective of single cells, the 

benefits of allelopathy are extremely diffuse. This issue was already voiced by Lewis [8], 

but has since gone largely unnoticed.  It was substantiated by Jonsson et al. [5] who used 

a mathematical model to show that the benefits of allelopathy under non-bloom 

conditions (i.e. at low cell density) would indeed be far too diffuse to provide a 

significant fitness benefit to a focal toxic cell.  For example, allelopathy in 

Chrysochromulina polylepis was only detectable when C. polylepis densities were 

elevated to near-bloom levels [6,10].   This makes allelopathy an unlikely causal factor in 

bloom initiation, and an unlikely evolutionary explanation for the evolution of toxicity in 

unstructured populations of unicellular phytoplankton [4,5,6].   
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 Hypotheses that invoke long-term inhibition of grazers via extracellular toxins 

(e.g. “insidious effects;” see [11]) or grazer killing at high densities of toxic cells suffer 

from the same diffuse benefits problem as allelopathy (for related discussion, see [4,12]). 

Van Gremberghe et al. [13], for example, found that nontoxic Microcystis benefited from 

co-occurring toxic strains in the presence of Daphnia, indicating that these benefits are 

distributed beyond producing cells to other community members.  This situation casts 

serious doubt on the potential for grazer killing via exotoxicity to promote the formation 

of a monospecific toxic bloom, as all prey species should benefit from grazer killing or 

impairment [4,11]. 

Assistance in nutrient acquisition 

Many toxic eukaryotic algae—particularly dinoflagellates and haptophytes—are 

able to phagocytose living or nonliving organic particles as a means of acquiring limiting 

nutrients [14,15,16]. Nutrient stress is a common trigger for toxicity in mixotrophic 

species. Toxin production triggered by nutrient stress is consistent with the view that 

these algae may grow autotrophically when nutrients are abundant and utilize toxins to 

subdue or immobilize prey under nutrient scarcity [17].  In the toxic mixotrophic 

haptophyte Prymnesium parvum, nutrient stressed cells are more efficient in capturing 

motile prey, and non-stressed cells enjoy a similar advantage upon addition of toxic 

filtrate from dense nutrient-stressed cultures [18]. 

 Some proposed mechanisms of nutrient acquisition in toxic dinoflagellates and 

haptophytes explicitly invoke cooperation, or extremely diffuse interactions.  Whereas 

predatory behavior requiring the concerted effort of many unicells has been well 
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documented in the myxobacteria, these bacteria also display a range of complex social 

behaviors, and generally exist in cohesive, genetically homogenous groups [19].  In 

contrast, natural populations of some of the taxa for which population-level nutrient 

acquisition have been proposed are unstructured, and, to our knowledge, no social 

behaviors have been reported in these taxa.  For example, it has been proposed that 

Pfiesteria populations kill fish using an extracellular toxin as an evolved behavior 

allowing cells to invade and consume the dead fish tissue [20].  A similar strategy has 

been proposed for P. parvum, albeit on a smaller scale, based on their ability to surround, 

kill, and consume larger protistan grazers [21].  Estep and Macintyre [22] took this sort of 

thinking further in hypothesizing that Chrysochromulina sp. toxins may serve to 

stimulate the release of nutrients from living cells, allowing a sort of diffuse mixotrophy.  

Each of these hypotheses suffers (in varying degrees) from invoking group- or 

population-level behaviors without addressing the potential for alternative, nontoxic 

phenotypes to benefit from the toxins produced by others.   

 The	  evolutionary	  conundrum	  extends	  to	  algal	  populations	  in	  which	  toxicity	  is	  

a	  plastic	  trait,	  the	  expression	  of	  which	  may	  be	  regulated	  by	  external,	  environmental	  

cues	  as	  well	  as	  internal,	  physiological	  signals	  [23].	  The	  relevant	  difference	  between	  

a	  toxin	  producer	  and	  a	  'cheater'	  only	  lies	  in	  the	  propensity	  to	  produce	  toxin	  or	  not.	  

Thus,	  the	  crux	  of	  the	  evolutionary	  conundrum	  resides	  in	  the	  possibility	  for	  diverse	  

investments	  in	  toxicity	  to	  be	  expressed	  in	  a	  given	  environment.	  As	  an	  established	  

model	  system	  illustrates,	  cheating	  in	  microbes	  may	  consist	  of	  a	  regulatory	  mutant	  

that	  only	  behaves	  differently	  from	  the	  wild	  type	  under	  stress [24].  Thus,	  the	  role	  of	  
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plastic	  toxin	  production	  in	  algal	  blooms	  cannot	  be	  understood	  but	  in	  the	  

evolutionary	  perspective	  highlighted	  here. 

Thus far, we have referred to the problem of nontoxic ‘cheater’ mutants as a mere 

possibility—albeit a centrally important one.  In real populations, a range of mechanisms 

can constrain the emergence and success of cheaters, from pleiotropy [25] to lack of 

genetic diversity [26].  Do toxic bloom populations contain lineages that consistently 

under-produce exotoxins relative to neighbors?  And what implications might such 

diversity have for the dynamics of blooms themselves?  

Toxic blooms as diverse, dynamic populations 

 The view of toxicity as a population-wide strategy in bloom populations faces a 

profound evolutionary difficulty: benefits accrue to all population members, regardless of 

their contribution to the public good, and therefore toxicity should be evolutionarily 

unstable. When the production of exotoxins is metabolically costly, there should be a 

selective advantage to mutants that invest less (or not at all). If such mutants become 

established and increase in frequency, they can begin to replace the more toxic parental 

strain, and thus reduce population-level toxicity—a specific manifestation of the ‘tragedy 

of the commons’ [27]. If such genetic variants exist, it seems that toxicity should not 

evolve at all.   

 Nontoxic variants have indeed been isolated from toxic blooms in a wide range of 

bloom-forming species, including cyanobacteria, diatoms, and dinoflagellates (Table 1).  

While toxicity can generally be suppressed under certain conditions in most lineages, 

these nontoxic varieties dramatically underproduce toxins under conditions that stimulate 
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toxicity in toxic lineages.  The crucial differences between predominantly toxic or 

nontoxic strains may lie in differential sensitivity to toxin-inducing cues, and may consist 

of genetic alterations to regulatory systems.  There is accumulating evidence that bloom-

forming populations of potentially toxic algae will often harbor distinct variants that 

consistently under-invest in toxins compared with coexisting strains under the same 

environmental conditions (Table 1). 

 The presence of nontoxic variants within otherwise potentially toxic populations 

seems to conflict with the apparent population-level collectivity that allows toxic algae to 

form dense blooms.  Indeed, this intuition is born out by a simple mathematical model 

(Box 1), which shows that the presence of nontoxic varieties at low initial densities can 

interfere with the formation of a toxic bloom.  The success of nontoxic strains reduces the 

overall population-level toxic potential, and may provide an opportunity for the 

susceptible community (including competitors and grazers) to become re-established.  In 

the absence of nontoxic ‘cheater’ strains, toxic algae should maintain ecological 

dominance until exogenous factors (nutrient exhaustion, hydraulic flushing) intervene; 

however, when nontoxic strains may be present, simple theory predicts that toxicity is 

ultimately an unsustainable strategy.  Considering the ample evidence for nontoxicity in 

natural bloom populations (Table 1), and the dire theoretical predictions for toxic 

lineages in the presence of nontoxic mutants (Box 1), we now return to the question: how 

can evolution maintain toxicity in bloom-forming populations? 

Localized ecological benefits of toxicity: evidence and implications 
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Many potentially toxic algae may exist in multicellular colonies or aggregates.  

Differential survival and productivity of these multicellular groups may impose selection 

against nontoxic variants at the group level [28,29,30].  However, in order for this group-

level selective pressure to effectively counter the within-group advantage of nontoxic 

cheaters, there must be positive assortment between phenotypes, so that the benefits of 

toxicity preferentially accrue to toxic lineages [28,31,32].  From this perspective, the 

distinction between colony formation through continued association between daughter 

cells and aggregation of potentially unrelated cells is of central importance.  Both of these 

modes have been reported for the cyanobacterium Microcystis aeruginosa [33] and the 

diatom Phaeodactylum tricornutum [23], raising the possibility that the role of 

phenotypic assortment in opposing or facilitating the evolution of toxicity can be directly 

studied in this species.  Other potentially toxic species, including dinoflagellates (e.g. 

Peridinium; [34]) and haptophytes (e.g. Phaeocystis; [35]) are known to form aggregates 

under some conditions.  While aggregation of many cells together may serve to counter 

diffusive loss of exotoxins, it does little to resolve the problem of cheating, unless other 

mechanisms exist to generate positive assortment (e.g. self-recognition).   

In theory, it is not impossible for cooperation to evolve when groups of 

interacting cells are formed through a random aggregation process, or if a public good is 

shared freely within a well-mixed population.  However, the conditions under which 

indiscriminate cooperation can evolve by group selection in a seemingly well-mixed 

population are quite restrictive [28], and would probably involve clonal populations in 

the case of unicellular lineages.  These	  conditions	  may	  be	  hard	  to	  meet	  even	  in	  

populations	  with	  seemingly	  low	  diversity,	  for	  high	  sequence	  similarity	  at	  one	  locus	  
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(e.g.	  internal	  transcribed	  spacers)	  may	  mask	  substantial	  underlying	  genetic	  

diversity [36].  Epigenetic effects could further undermine within-population phenotypic 

homogeneity, if these phenotypic differences result in differential investment in toxicity 

and are heritable [37]. Group selection explanations for collective toxicity need not 

remain in the realm of speculation, but can serve as a basis for empirically testable 

adaptive hypotheses, as has been accomplished in other systems [38,39,40,41,42]. 

Alternatively, exotoxicity may confer asocial advantages at the level of the 

individual cell. One possible source of cell-level benefits is grazer choosiness, whereby 

important grazers will preferentially consume nontoxic prey. Grazer choosiness has been 

demonstrated in the case of a copepod in a mixed community of toxic and nontoxic 

dinoflagellates [43]. Interestingly, Wang et al. [44] found that the presence of native 

zooplankton resulted in a community dominated by toxic Microcystis; without such 

zooplankton, no toxic bloom formed, and communities were dominated by nontoxic 

chlorophyta.  Here, the “native zooplankton” likely contained grazers capable of 

discriminating between toxic and nontoxic prey, potentially providing a selective 

advantage to the toxic species. Thus, grazer choosiness could provide a cell-level basis 

for the adaptive value of extracellular toxins in deterring grazers [12].  Consistent with 

this hypothesis, toxicity can be induced by waterborne predator cues in dinoflagellates 

[45,46] and cyanobacteria [47,48,49].  

 Another sort of cell-level benefit can result if localized toxin accumulation in the 

neighborhood of a single cell is sufficient to immobilize or kill algae or bacteria, or aid in 

disintegration of colonial prey.  This possibility seems more consistent with mixotrophic 

feeding strategies that rely on feeding currents or direct attachment to potential prey than 
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interception feeding on single, motile cells, because the former would permit highly 

localized increases in extracellular toxins.  Some dinoflagellates generate feeding 

currents and are able to ensnare individual bacteria along grooves in their armor, a 

process that may aid or be aided by the action of extracellular toxins [50].  The toxic, 

mixotrophic Prymnesium parvum has been observed directly attaching to Dunaliella 

salina cells, and encircling and attaching to cyanobacterial aggregates (Figure 1), perhaps 

efficiently transferring toxin to intended targets and localizing the nutrient payoff.  A 

similarly localized benefit may accrue to toxic P. parvum cells that directly attach to fish 

gills [51].  Similarly, it is not hard to imagine a role for toxicity in cell-level predatory 

behavior in Pfiesteria, if toxins assist in tissue invasion or nutrient acquisition in solitary 

cells.  These nutrient acquisition strategies may actually only require single cells, or 

relatively small groups of cells, and thus seem much more realistic than proposed 

strategies that require the concerted action of thousands or millions of potentially 

unrelated cells.  

To date, we are unaware of studies intended to differentiate between cell- and 

population-level effects on potential prey organisms.  For example, Skovgaard and 

Hansen [18] made the critical observations that increasing concentrations of Prymnesium 

parvum toxins immobilized motile prey and resulted in an increased frequency of P. 

parvum feeding.  Legrand [52] and Martin-Cereceda et al. [53] showed that bacteria 

provide an excellent nutrient source, but each of these studies utilized dense batch 

cultures of P. parvum (> 105 cells / mL), in which the ambient toxin likely saturated at a 

high level.   These population-level effects are very likely of great importance after 

bloom initiation; however, whether and how individual toxic cells initially benefit from 
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toxicity is not known.  The task of differentiating between individual- and population-

level effects in these and other important taxa is crucial to forming a more rigorous 

understanding of the role of exotoxicity in single-cell ecology and, thus, the adaptive 

function of the trait and possible roles in bloom initiation. 

Towards a solution 

The concept of emergent by-product cooperation allows for a novel possibility for 

the relationship between cell-level toxicity and the bloom ‘life cycle’ (Figure 2).  The 

production of costly exotoxins may provide cell-level benefits (e.g. grazer deterrence, 

improved prey capture) sufficient to maintain toxicity in the absence of higher-level 

selection.  Beyond a threshold density of toxic cells, cross-level by-product benefits (e.g. 

grazer extinction or impairment, allelopathy) can manifest at the population level. Under 

these conditions, toxicity may become truly cooperative, because individual cells 

continue to pay the metabolic cost of toxicity while synergistic benefits accrue at the 

population level. This emergent benefit acts as a genuine public good that may be 

exploited be nontoxic (or less toxic) cheaters (Box 2).  Variation in toxicity may reflect 

fixed phenotypic differences that have a genetic basis; however, Guidi-Rontani et al. [37] 

also raised the intriguing and exciting possibility that such variation results from different 

plastic responses to environmental cues, with (short-term) inheritance being underlaid by 

epigenetic factors.  This alternative source of heritable phenotypic diversity may have a 

similar short-term effect as genetically encoded differences in the absence of substantial 

genetic diversity. 
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In at least one case, the pattern of replacement of toxic strains of Microcystis 

aeruginosa by nontoxic strains over a bloom life cycle followed by a recovery of toxic 

varieties after bloom termination has been observed in nature [54].  These findings seem 

to parallel the case of competition within potentially colicinogenic populations of E. coli, 

in which the presence of a nontoxic, resistant strain has been shown to have profound 

effects on the outcome of competition [55].  In competition between toxic and nontoxic, 

susceptible strains, a toxic strain of E. coli was found to exclude the susceptible strain 

entirely in spatially structured populations, and above a threshold initial frequency in 

liquid culture [56].  In contrast, stable coexistence of all three strategies resulted when a 

nontoxic, resistant strain was present, because the strain had an advantage over the toxic 

variant, but paid a metabolic cost to be resistant.  Thus, each strain was favored locally in 

the presence of another, such that no single strain rose to fixation [55]—a phenomenon 

termed non-transitive (or ‘paper-rock-scissors’) competition [57].  The findings of Briand 

et al. [54] hint that similarly complex dynamics may occur in bloom-forming Microcystis 

populations.  

 This perspective is not intended as a strict alternative to well-known ecological 

factors involved in bloom termination in both toxic and nontoxic algae (e.g. viral 

infection [58,59,60], nutrient availability [61], hydraulic flushing [62,63], etc.).  Rather, 

evolutionary change could work in concert with these factors.  For example, viral 

infection might play a role in the re-invasion of toxic strains from initial rarity [64].  

Mathematical models will make specific predictions to detect the ‘signature’ effects of 

genetic diversity and eco-evolutionary feedbacks in bloom dynamics, just like including 
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prey genetic diversity in models of predator-prey population dynamics has revealed the 

signature of eco-evolutionary feedbacks in the populations’ oscillations [65,66]. 

 The mystery posed by the apparently cooperative strategy employed by diverse 

populations of toxic microalgae on a massive scale will not likely have a single, universal 

solution.  The ‘solution’ will more likely come about as ongoing cross talk among 

disciplines illuminates the fascinating questions that are specific to individual lineages.  

For example, ongoing research may indicate that some eukaryotic algae mirror the eco-

evolutionary dynamics that seem to play out over the course of a Microcystis bloom [54].  

However, the proximate ecological causes may be entirely different, due to the 

dramatically different niches, evolutionary histories, and physiologies of the organisms 

themselves.  Indeed, one of the most mysterious aspects of the puzzle we have presented 

here is how it appears so widely throughout the tree of life, with no apparent regard for 

taxonomic boundaries or ecological niche. 

 The resolution of this mystery, through concerted theoretical, experimental, and 

comparative approaches, may contribute directly to entirely novel and environmentally 

benign approaches to bloom prevention and remediation.  An appreciation of the 

evolutionary dimensions of many medical problems, from cancer to antibiotic resistance 

to aging, has already informed an array of new therapeutic strategies in the medical 

community, and there is growing support for explicitly including evolution in medical 

curricula [67,68,69].  The mystery that we have highlighted here hints that a similar 

evolutionary approach may illuminate novel modes of combating this highly damaging 

class of environmental problems. 
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Box 1. 

Box 1. Nontoxic ‘cheaters’ disrupt toxic blooms in a mean field model  

To date, mechanistic models of phytoplankton blooms have focused on interactions 

between nutrients and plankton [1,2] and, more recently, between toxic and susceptible 

populations of algae [3], or toxic algae and zooplankton grazers [4].  To our knowledge, 

nontoxic, resistant groups have been ignored.  How might nontoxic, resistant strains of 

microalgae influence the dynamics of communities that include potentially bloom-

forming toxic species?   Here, we model population dynamics in a simple community 

comprised of susceptible algae, a toxic alga, and a nontoxic, resistant alga.  We assume 
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that all three types compete for the same limiting resource (e.g. phosphorous or nitrogen), 

and that all algae grow strictly autotrophically1.  

Let NS, NT and NR denote the densities of susceptible, toxic, and resistant algae. The 

susceptible algae follow simple logistic growth, with a baseline death rate as well as a 

toxin-induced death rate proportionate to the amount of ambient toxicity in the 

community: 

1
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dNs

dt
= r 1!
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where N is density and the sum is taken over all three algal types; r is the maximum 

growth rate, K is the carrying capacity, k is the killing efficiency of a unit of toxin, and d 

is the baseline death rate, which is the same for all community members.  The ambient 

toxin concentration T changes with time according to the density of the constitutively 

toxic algae, NT, and is removed by its action on the susceptible community members 

(density NS), and a baseline attenuation rate, dT:  

 

where a is the toxin production rate (which is assumed to be constant, although it can be 

made to depend on density without qualitatively affecting the outcome).  Finally, the 

resistant and toxic populations (densities NR and NT) follow logistic growth, and pay an 

additional cost for resistance, cR, and toxicity, cT: 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 In reality, many toxic eukaryotic algae are mixotrophic; the simple model presented here is 
meant to be conservative, and the same qualitative results are obtained when it is modified to 
permit mixotrophy.	  

dT
dt

= aNT !TNS ! dTT
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where x = R or T, and 0 < cR < cT when resistance is costly and toxic strains bear an 

additional metabolic cost to produce and secrete a toxin.   

In communities without resistant algae, toxic algae can exclude susceptible algae stably 

in the absence of outside perturbations from a sufficiently high initial density (Figure 

B1A).  However, for the same parameter values, a resistant strain beginning from a low 

(< 5% of the community) initial density can nevertheless rise to high transient density en 

route to the stable re-establishment of the susceptible community (Figure B1B).     
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Box 2. 

Box 2. By-product cooperation, emerging public good, and cheating 

Cooperation is often understood as a population-level property resulting from the 

evolution of a so-called “altruistic” trait or behavior that imposes a fitness cost on the 

individual expressing it while directly benefiting another [1].  Less studied forms of 

cooperation involve traits that may only incidentally benefit other individuals, via the so-

called ‘by-product’ effects these traits may have on the social or ecological environment 

([2] and references therein).  In this case, there is no given ‘public good’ that individuals 

may or may not cooperatively share; rather, through an interaction of ‘niche construction’ 

[3] and ecological conditions, some public good emerges (Figure B1).  Cooperation may 

then emerge as characterizing the relationship between individuals and the emerging 

public good.  

The niche construction process entails that the environment changes, and therefore the 

selective pressures that act on the individual trait involved in niche construction may 

themselves change.  In cases where the constructed niche (e.g. a competitor- or grazer-

free environment) can become a public good, selection becomes favorable to ‘cheating’, 

which means not investing in the individual trait which was originally favored; in other 

words, the direction of selection can be completely reversed. Thus, a population that 

could never evolve a cooperative (altruistic) trait may nonetheless arrive at a state of 

strong cooperation – albeit a highly unstable state.   

 This possibility is consistent with previous theory and models that have begun to 

explore the reciprocity between ecological and evolutionary processes on a common 
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timescale [4,5,6,7]. Classical predator-prey models have been extended to include genetic 

diversity in prey defense traits; their analysis coupled with experiments in the laboratory, 

using a rotifer-algae model system, have provided a large body of evidence for the major 

influence of eco-evolutionary feedbacks on the populations’ dynamics and genetics 

[8,9,10].  Simple population genetics models have demonstrated how the process of niche 

construction can change selective pressures and feed back on genetic variation in the 

niche-construction traits [11]. Non-transitive (‘rock-paper-scissors’) competition driving 

wide population fluctuations has been well-known since the pioneering work of May and 

Leonard [12] and has been applied to cooperation dynamics by Hauert et al. [13] in a 

general framework of cooperator-defectors-outsiders that the algal toxic-resistant-

susceptible system seems to fit. Finally, the gradual evolution of a competition trait 

driving wide, boom-and-bust fluctuations in population size has been shown to occur in a 

simple but general model by Dercole et al. [14]. In this model, selection on the same trait 

reverts between population states of low versus high density, and the trait adaptive 

dynamics themselves drive the population switch between low and high density, similar 

to the reversal of selection on toxicity between states of low density/low ambient toxicity 

and high (bloom) density/high ambient toxicity.  
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Figure legends 

Table 1. Toxic algae for which heritable differences in toxicity have been documented 

among strains occurring within naturally occurring blooms.  *Comprehensive testing for 

toxicity revealed that a nontoxic strain had been isolated from a toxic bloom, although no 

toxic strains were isolated for comparison. 

Figure 1. Toxin accumulation over very small spatial scales may permit the localization 

of benefits.  A. Four cells of P. parvum embedded in a 2% agarose plate containing 

cyanobacteria produce a small circle of lysed cyanobacteria.  B. A “swarm” of P. parvum 

attacking a colony of cyanobacteria in liquid media, illustrating a potential function of 

extracellular lytic toxins.  The “trait group” in this case is limited to a focal cell and its 

nearest neighbors, but is greatly restricted compared with other proposed functions of the 

toxin, including allelopathy or grazer killing. 
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Figure 2. An example of the interplay between emergent cooperation and bloom 

dynamics, illustrated using the toxic haptophyte Prymnesium parvum.  A. An initial 

population increase causes a buildup in ambient toxicity, impairing or killing susceptible 

competitors.  B. The bloom population is invaded by mutants that avoid the metabolic 

costs of high toxicity, resulting in lowered average toxicity.  C.  Susceptible competitors 

(and grazers) can become re-established in the less toxic population, increasing 

competition for limiting nutrients and further driving the toxic population to lower 

densities.  D. Cell-level selection for toxicity (e.g. when toxicity aids in attacking small 

prey cells) favors more toxic strains, restoring the population to a low density, high 

toxicity state.  

Figure B1. A simple model of competition between toxic and nontoxic autotrophic algae 

in an unstructured community.  A.  Outcome of competition between a toxic alga and a 

nontoxic, sensitive competitor.  Above a certain threshold, a toxic alga will drive 

susceptible algae to extinction, and will maintain its dominance indefinitely in the 

absence of external perturbations.  B.  When nontoxic, resistant phenotypes are included 

at low initial density, they invade the toxic bloom and outcompete toxic algae, driving the 

ambient toxicity lower and facilitating the re-establishment of the susceptible algae, in 

the absence of external perturbations.  Here, parameter values were K = 1, a = 1, cR = 

0.05, cT = 0.1, d = 0.1, dT = 0.5, r = 0.5, and k = 0.75; initial densities of toxic and 

susceptible algae were 0.1, while the initial density of nontoxic, resistant algae in B was 

0.01.     

Figure B2. A conceptual model for the interplay between sociality and ecology.  Asocial 

evolution favors a cell-level niche construction trait at low density, but this trait becomes 
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widely shared in dense populations.  The decreasing frequency of toxic strains (fTOX; 

dashed line) can contribute to a drop in density (solid line), which can then restore initial 

conditions of asocial selection for niche construction. 

Figures and tables 

 

Phylum Organism Reference 

Cyanobacteria Microcystis sp. [54,70,71,72,73,74,75,76,77] 

  Planktotherix agardhii [78] 

  Anabaena sp. [79] 

Alveolata Pfiesteria sp. [80] 

 Alexandrium tamarense [81] 

Heterokontophyta Pseudo-nitzchia sp. [82,83] 

 Heterosigma akashiwo [84] 

Haptophyta Chrysochromulina leadbeateri* [85] 

  Prymnesium parvum Driscoll, unpublished data 

 

Table 1 
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Introduction 

Blooms of toxic microalgae are environmentally and economically damaging phenomena 

that have increased in frequency and severity in recent decades, a trend that is projected 

to continue under climate change (Hallegraeff 1993; Van Dolah 2000; Mudie, Rochon et 

al. 2002).  Toxic blooms entail a dramatic increase in biomass of a single or few species 

of plankton and concurrent numerical decrease in most other community members, 

including competitors and predators of the blooming species.  Most researchers regard 

extracellular toxins secreted by bloom-forming algae as competitive compounds, and 

their production directly analogous to the strategy of allelopathy in land plants (e.g. 

Fistarol, Legrand et al. 2003; Legrand, Rengefors et al. 2003; Uronen, Lehtinen et al. 

2005; Graneli and Salomon 2010).  However, this hypothesis implicitly or explicitly 

makes the analogy between a population of unicellular algae and a single land plant, 

because the coordinated efforts of many toxic cells are required to have a measurable 

effect on coexisting, susceptible lineages (Schmidt and Hansen 2001; Sole, Garcia-

Ladona et al. 2005; Jonsson, Pavia et al. 2009).  

The popular notion of exotoxicity as a cooperatively produced public good in free-living 

microalgae has long been criticized on evolutionary grounds (Lewis 1986), but recent 

years have seen increasingly forceful and convincing arguments that these long-held 

assumptions are altogether at odds with evolutionary and ecological theory (Thornton 

2002; Flynn 2008; Jonsson, Pavia et al. 2009).  The crux of the evolutionary problem is 

that nontoxic ‘cheater’ strains should locally outcompete their altruistically toxic 

counterparts by benefiting from the benefits of toxin production while avoiding the 

metabolic costs of its production.  These criticisms come at a time when mounting 
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evidence suggests that natural populations of bloom-forming toxic microalgae engender 

vast genetic diversity that often includes pronounced phenotypic differences, including 

nontoxic varieties (Driscoll and refs therein).  How, then, can the reliance of toxic bloom-

forming algae on an apparent public good en route to ecological dominance be reconciled 

with evolutionary theory? 

One resolution to this paradox involves potentially subtle cell-level benefits due to 

toxicity (Pohnert, Steinke et al. 2007; Flynn 2008; Jonsson, Pavia et al. 2009).  In this 

view, evolution maintains toxicity as a ‘private good’ due to a selective advantage in 

sparse (pre-bloom) populations over nontoxic types; the various benefits that accrue 

indiscriminately at the population level such as the large-scale death or impairment of 

natural enemies, are considered “cross-level byproducts” (Okasha 2006).  A crucial 

difference between cell- and population-level benefits is that cell-level benefits should 

not depend on social context, and are thus advantageous to individual cells even in sparse 

populations.  Population-level benefits due to allelopathy, on the other hand, require 

threshold numbers of toxin-producers (Schmidt and Hansen 2001; Sole, Garcia-Ladona et 

al. 2005). To date, these distinct predictions of cell- and population-level benefits have 

not been tested empirically, and most investigations into the effects of exotoxicity have 

focused on dense populations of toxin-producers and thus do not bear on the question of 

adaptive function under non-bloom conditions (Jonsson, Pavia et al. 2009).   

Here, we directly investigate cell-level costs and benefits of a toxic strategy in the 

mixotrophic, unicellular haptophyte Prymnesium parvum.  As with other toxic bloom-

forming algae, a wide variety of adaptive hypotheses have been proposed for toxicity in P. 

parvum, including within-species competition (Olli and Trunov 2007), between-species 
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allelopathy (Uronen, Lehtinen et al. 2005; Graneli and Salomon 2010), predator killing 

(Graneli and Johansson 2003), and nutrient acquisition (Tillmann 1998; Skovgaard and 

Hansen 2003).  We have recently isolated two genetically similar strains of P. parvum 

from the same late bloom sample, which show heritable phenotypic differences under 

identical conditions, including altered growth characteristics and investments in 

exotoxins.  Here, we use a comparative approach to test the hypothesis that exotoxicity 

imposes a metabolic cost, but yields cell-level advantages by assisting in prey capture.   

Methods 

Isolation of clonal P. parvum strains 

 Samples from P. parvum blooms were obtained from Texas Parks and Wildlife 

Department and sent overnight to us in 50 mL Falcon screw-top tubes on ice (G. 

Southard, personal communication).  In order to obtain clonal isolates from these samples, 

we followed the protocol of (Lakeman and Cattolico 2007), except where noted.  We 

obtained cell counts for P. parvum, and then diluted the sample to a density of 

approximately 100 cells mL-1 using F/2 – Si media at a salinity of 30 PSU.  Penicillin-G 

potassium (1000 mg L-1) and kanamycin sulfate (100 mg L-1) were also added to the 

culture media at this stage to inhibit cyanobacterial growth.  These diluted cultures were 

added in a 1:1 ratio to cooling F/2 – Si media with 0.4% agarose, yielding a final agarose 

concentration of 0.2%.  This mixture was briefly mixed by swirling the flask, then 

quickly poured into a plastic petri dish.  This dish was then carefully sealed with parafilm 

and moved into an incubator that maintained the growing colonies at 22C on a 12:12 hr 

L:D cycle.  Plates were periodically checked using an inverted phase contrast microscope 
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in order to identify colonies of P. parvum and verified that colonies were isolated by 

distance from others, ensuring clonal colonies.  When colonies were sufficiently large (< 

32 cells total), a small volume (~20 µL) of agarose media containing cells from the 

colony was removed using a pipette, transferred into a 20 mL glass vial with fresh F/2 – 

Si liquid media and mixed by pipetting and moderate vortexing.  Thereafter, cultures 

were grown in the same conditions as the agarose plate colonies.  All cultures were 

grown for periods of time in antibiotic treatments to reduce contaminating bacteria, 

following methods from (Andersen 2005).  In order to better approximate natural 

conditions, and to enhance toxicity, we gradually adjusted salinity in growth media to 6.0 

PSU; henceforth, all growth media were adjusted to this salinity. 

Measurement of growth rates 

 Strains were grown up to late exponential phase in F/2 – Si. These cells were then 

centrifuged and resuspended in F/2 media with phosphorous adjusted to F/50 levels 

(henceforth denoted P/50; 6.0 PSU).  We noticed that cells from one of our strains 

seemed particularly susceptible to the physical stress of the resuspension process, so we 

left cells to ‘recuperate’ in fresh P/50 media for a period of 24 hours before transferring 

them into the experimental microcosms.  Our data confirmed that this step had the 

intended effect of ensuring that only viable cells were used to initiate experiments.  A 

volume of ‘recuperated’ cells was then transferred to a fresh tube of P/50 (6.0 PSU) to 

initiate populations at a density of 104 cells mL-1.  Cell counts were taken every ~48 

hours using a Bright-Line hemacytometer (Hausser Scientific, Horsham, PA).   

Hemolysis assays 
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 Monoclonal cultures were assayed for hemolytic potential on a per cell basis, by 

adjusting the volume of cells to yield a constant density of 105 cells mL-1, according the 

protocol of LaClaire (YEAR) modified after Eschbach (2001).    After obtaining cell 

counts, a sufficient volume of each replicate culture was centrifuged at 14 000 RPMs for 

2 minutes and resuspended in fresh P/50 media to yield a density of 2 x 105 cells mL-1.  

Resuspended cells were added to an equal volume (125 µL) of sheep erythrocytes 

(HemoStat Laboratories, Dixon, CA) diluted to 6.0 x 106 cells mL-1 in ELA media 

(Eschbach, Scharsack et al. 2001) in a V-bottom 96-well plate.  The plate was covered 

and incubated for 90 minutes at room temperature in the dark.  Following this, the plate 

was centrifuged at a speed of 1200 RPMs for 5 minutes at room temperature.  The 

supernatant was then transferred to flat-bottomed 96-well plate.  The plate was read by an 

ELISA plate reader (Spectronic Instruments, Rochester) at 414 nm and 620 nm.  These 

raw values were converted to a percentage by the formula (experimental (OD414-

OD620) – negative(OD414-OD620))/(positive (OD414-OD620) – negative (OD414-

OD620)).   

Competition experiments 

 We sought to understand the ecological impacts of variable toxicity, and to 

determine the cell-level benefits (if any) of toxicity in P. parvum.  We used Dunaliella 

salina (strain name) as a generic nontoxic, susceptible competitor, as an approximation of 

the sort of competitor that P. parvum might encounter in freshwater communities.   

 Two-species communities were grown in semi-continuous batch cultures in 20 

mL glass vials under the same low salinity, phosphorous-limiting conditions described 
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above, and were initiated at low (103 cells mL-1) P. parvum density, and moderate-to-high 

(104 and 105 cells mL-1) D. salina densities.  Both of our two main P. parvum strains 

were tested under these conditions, in low salinity (6.0 PSU) and phosphorous limiting 

conditions (P/50), with a dilution rate of 0.1 day-1.  Cells in single species treatments 

(controls) were fixed and counted using Utermohl’s solution, while mixed treatments of 

P. parvum and D. salina were fixed using formalin (10%) to facilitate rapid and accurate 

differentiation between the two species.  Cell counts were taken every ~48 hours.  We 

counted three biological replicates of each treatment, and replicated each cell count three 

times per biological replicate (= 9 counts per strain per time point).   The experiments 

reported here was performed at least twice with similar qualitative results. 

Results 

Of the five strains isolated from the Moss Creek bloom, we focused on two that differed 

in their growth characteristics in P-limited media.  These strains were isolated from the 

same 50 mL sample.  Each strain displayed distinct growth patterns (Figure 1).  When 

these data were fit to a logistic growth curve, we found that the two strains had 

indistinguishable maximal growth rates; however, one strain (TOX-) saturated at 

approximately twice the final density as the other (TOX+) (see Table 1 for specific 

growth parameters).  The low-density strain showed substantial hemolytic potential upon 

the transition to stationary phase growth, while the high-density strain showed only 

minimal hemolysis (Table 1). 

The physiological differences between the two coexisting strains profoundly influenced 

their interactions with a nontoxic, susceptible green alga competitor, Dunaliella salina.  
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When grown alone in phosphorous-limited semi-continuous cultures, the less toxic strain 

(referred to as TOX-) enjoyed a significant growth advantage over the toxic strain 

(referred to as TOX+) by avoiding the costs of toxicity.  However, this outcome was 

reversed when each strain was grown in the presence of a dense population of D. salina, 

with TOX+ growing rapidly early in growth (Figure 2).  While TOX+ quickly drove D. 

salina extinct, D. salina grew undisturbed in the presence of TOX- for ~150 hours before 

gradually diminishing towards eventual extinction at ~350 hours (Figure 3).   

The presence of a dense (105 cells mL-1) population of the competitor D. salina provided 

an immediate growth advantage to very sparse (103 cells mL-1) initial populations of 

TOX+.  TOX- experienced no beneficial effects due to D. salina, and was inhibited later 

in growth, presumably as nutrients became limiting (Figure 4).  The growth advantage of 

TOX+ peaked at approximately the same time as the extinction of D. salina, and 

diminished thereafter (Figure 3).  Consistent with these contrasting effects, TOX+ cells 

showed relatively high hemolytic potential early in growth, while TOX- cells were only 

hemolytic much later in growth (Figure 5). 

Discussion 

Allelopathy is often the assumed adaptive function of toxicity in P. parvum and other 

important species of toxic bloom-forming algae.  Indeed, the appearance of a population-

wide strategy that requires the concerted efforts of a trillion faithful cells seems to pose a 

major evolutionary puzzle.  This puzzle is intensified in light of the vast theoretical 

evidence that such widespread cooperation should not evolve in well-mixed populations 

(Wilson and Dugatkin 1997; Okasha 2006).  Furthermore, evidence is gathering that toxic 
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algal blooms—including Prymnesium parvum, as we have shown here—often harbor 

heritable, nontoxic (or dramatically less toxic) phenotypes (Driscoll et al and refs therein).  

A simple and important alternative to explanations based on higher-level functionality is 

that toxicity may simply function asocially at the level of single cells.   

Our results show a distinct advantage of toxins at local and population levels but also 

suggest the existence of a metabolic cost associated with the traits that underlie 

exotoxicity in P. parvum.  The facts that these strains (1) are very closely related, (2) 

were isolated from the same time and place, and (3) were grown under identical 

conditions suggest that the major growth differences are likely due to differential 

investment in exotoxins and associated traits.  In addition, the phenotypic differences 

between these strains have persisted for over two years of maintenance of these active 

cultures under identical conditions in the laboratory.  

We have shown that even sparse populations of P. benefit substantially from exotoxicity 

in the presence of a dense community of susceptible, autotrophic nutrient competitors.  

Importantly, these benefits accrued early in growth, prior to the onset of growth 

limitation by nutrient competition.  Toxic cells not only grew at a greater rate than 

nontoxic cells under the same conditions (Figure 2), but grew at a faster maximal rate 

with the autotrophic competitor than alone (Figure 3), suggesting that even low densities 

P. parvum were able to actively feed on D. salina.  While it is conceivable that multiple P. 

parvum were able to swarm and consume D. salina, the fact that D. salina was initiated at 

two orders of magnitude greater density suggests that single P. parvum cells were able to 

feed on D. salina (as was observed by (Tillmann 1998)).  Specifically, each individual P. 
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parvum cell in initial populations of P. parvum could occupy a volume of ~1 µL, 

containing an average of 100 cells of D. salina assuming a well-mixed population. 

Taken together, our results suggest that the benefits of toxicity may accrue over very 

localized scales, even in sparse populations of P. parvum.  However, population-level 

costs to reduced toxicity in the presence of a dense, susceptible competitor were apparent 

late in TOX- growth (Figure 3).  This indicates that toxicity may confer a twofold benefit 

when nutrients are limiting: nutrient competitors may be converted into a nutrient source 

in the short term, providing cell-level benefits, and excluded from nutrient competition in 

the long term, yielding a population-level benefit.  Thus, large-scale ecological 

consequences of toxicity, including reduced competitive and grazing pressures, may be 

fortunate (from the perspective of P. parvum) by-products of a fundamentally asocial 

adaptation. 

Our data suggest metabolic costs, cell-level benefits, and population-level benefits to 

toxicity in P. parvum, but much remains to be understood about the interaction between 

alternative, coexisting ‘strategies’ of P. parvum and biotic and abiotic features of their 

environment.  Perhaps the most obvious question regards the very existence of our 

reduced-toxicity strategy alongside highly toxic strains.  Given the apparently substantial 

cell-level benefits of exotoxicity in the presence of suitable prey, what sort of conditions 

would favor a less toxic variety?  An answer to this question may involve shifting 

community structure over the course of an ecosystem-disruptive bloom of P. parvum.  

For example, if community structure is altered in P. parvum blooms such that cell-level 

predation contributes less to nutrient acquisition—either through local extinction of prey 

sources or dramatic increases in the abundance of abiotic nutrient sources, for example—
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natural selection may simply shift to favor reduced metabolic load.  While these scenarios 

may appear to be a simple case of adaptation to novel (if transient) environments, the 

novel environment is itself partially a function of toxicity in P. parvum.  In other words, 

once the private benefits of toxin production transition to a truly public benefit through 

population-level consequences such as reduced predation, reduced competition, and 

increased resource availability, that classic social dilemma emerges. Within a bloom, the 

benefits of exploiting the toxin production of others without sharing in the costs may 

provide a clear advantage of reduced toxin strains compared to their now what can be 

considered altruistic counterparts.  It is under these conditions that classic social 

evolution theory is applicable, as under bloom conditions toxin production becomes a 

socially exploitable trait, while under pre-bloom conditions the differences between toxic 

and non-toxic strains are more comparable to the competition between solitary foragers 

than an altruism--selfishness dynamic.  These ideas need not remain in the realm of 

speculation, but may be readily tested experimentally, particularly given the substantial 

phenotypic diversity readily available in natural bloom-forming populations. 

This adaptation to a largely self-constructed niche may constitute an important social 

dilemma—particularly if the total exotoxicity production by groups of cells influences 

the termination of bloom conditions via the re-establishment of natural enemies.  If this is 

indeed the case, novel, environmentally benign remediation strategies may be designed 

with rapid within-bloom evolution in mind. For example, given that bloom conditions 

may favor non-toxic types, aiding the introduction of non-toxic types may speed the 

process in which non-toxic types locally replace toxin producers. This application may 

accelerate the ‘lifecycle’ of the bloom and hasten the termination of the toxic bloom (in 
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concert with other biotic and abiotic factors), providing a potential treatment regime for 

regions devastated by toxic blooms.  

Although we clearly demonstrate the cell- and population-level advantages of toxin 

production in P. parvum, future studies should overtly address the potential relative 

advantage of toxin production within blooms to fully understand the social evolutionary 

dynamics at force in this system. Furthermore, investigation into the temporal patterns of 

abundance of toxic and less toxic strains throughout the bloom cycle (as has already been 

accomplished for Microcystis (Briand, Gugger et al. 2008; Briand, Escoffier et al. 2009)) 

can provide a more complete understanding as to the advantages and disadvantages of 

toxicity in this ecologically and economically important system. 
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Figure and table legends 

 

Table 1. Parameters from logistic curve fits to growth data in Figure 1, with mean values 

across three independent cultures ± 99% confidence interval.  Values are given ± the 99% 

confidence interval.  Here, r is maximal rate of growth, K is carrying capacity, and T is 

hemolytic potential in early stationary phase, expressed as a fraction of total erythrocyte 

lysis.   
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Figure 1. Growth data for two genetically similar, coexisting strains of P. parvum fit to 

logistic growth curves.  Note the log scale.  While each strain increases at a similar 

maximal rate early in growth, they differ in the timing of the transition to stationary phase, 

so that one strain grows to approximately twice the final density of the other. 

Figure 2. Toxicity in P. parvum imposes a net cost in the absence of competitors or prey, 

but confers a net benefit in the presence of a dense population of D. salina.  A. P. parvum 

cell densities over time in monospecies semi-continuous cultures. B. P. parvum cell 

densities over time in mixture with dense D. salina. 

Figure 3. Dense populations of D. salina were differentially impacted depending on the 

specific strain of P. parvum.  While there were no detectable differences in D. salina 

densities when grown alone or in mixture with TOX- until 189 hours of growth, D. salina 

was rapidly driven extinct in the presence of TOX+. 

Figure 4.  The relative effect of growth with a dense population of D. salina on each 

strain of P. parvum.  TOX+ growth is enhanced early in growth in the presence of D. 

salina, and diminishes back toward neutrality after the extinction of D. salina (first 

vertical dashed line).  TOX- never experiences such a benefit, but is actually inhibited 

later in growth, presumably as nutrients become limiting.  D. salina eventually goes 

extinct in mixture with TOX-, but does not confer any measurable benefit to TOX- as a 

result.   

Figure 5. Time series of hemolytic potential in two strains of P. parvum in in mixture 

with D. salina, expressed as a fraction of total hemolysis.  A. Hemolytic potential of 

washed cells was high even early in growth of cultures containing TOX+.  Hemolytic 
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potential of ambient filtrate was initially low, but increased later in growth.  B. Hemolytic 

potential of washed cells and filtrate was undetectable until much later in cultures 

containing TOX-. 

 

Figures and tables 

 

  TOX+ TOX- 

  r 0.776 ± 0.145 0.760 ± 0.099 

K 56.2 ± 5.7 105.3 ± 9.2 

R2 0.854 0.916 

T 0.60 ± 0.12 0.06 ± 0.01 

 

Table 1 
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